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Editorial
Well, finally, I waalmost s overwhelmed by paragraphs on the long poem
! What interested me most was the conception of a long poem. Being
brought up in the era when the long poem brought to mind The Iliad,
Faerie Queene, Paradise Lost, The Seasons, and The Prelude, I find it both
fascinating and incredible that some poets think of the great Romantic
odes of Keats as long poems. To me, a long poem has to be at least over
250 − 300 lines, deal with important subjects from many angles, have a
form, if not formal structure, and while not expecting them all to conform
to the classical epic, to have an ‘important something’ to say which does
not mean boring padding for the reader. While many readers may have
lost the classical background to fully appreciate Milton, or the biblical
background to enjoy, as I do, say Piers Plowman, I feel that to condemn
the long poem as incomprehensible, is actually a lack in the reader rather
than a fault in the poem. I will be interested in the responses to these
points in the next issue.
Some of you might be wondering at the phoenix on the front cover.
It stems from the fact that the last issue was not as well produced as usual;
due to a fault on a very old desk-top-publishing packet I was using. The
last issue was about as much as I had learned up to August on a new
programme. Then I had to change yet again. So this is the first issue
with the new programme. Not perfect, but I feel Acumen is rising from
the ashes to be as bright as ever.
Thank you to all readers who came to the Torbay Poetry Festival.
From your feedback, it seems to have been an enjoyable Festival with
many poets from the pages of the magazine appearing for the first time.
Those who were there will know that the reviews editor, Glyn Pursglove,
had a slight stroke just before the Festival and has been in hospital for
many weeks. However he is home now and gradually picking up on his
life. I am sure he will soon be taking back the reins of reviewing from
William Oxley who kindly took over from him for this issue at least.
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Stephen Devereux
Camille Claudel
Before I met that man I loved earth and stone,
Sunk my hands into the soil of the warm fields
Near my home where I would walk all day alone.
They say I was happy then, that I was at my ease.
But I longed for more. Boucher agreed to teach
Me at home. Women could not attend academies.
He handed me on to Rodin, who’d had his eye on me.
Soon he would say he loved me. That was my disease.
I learned that he loved more that peasant of a wife.
He sculpted her dumb head. Pure, he called her.
But he’d grab me as soon as she was out of sight.
I’d let her see the white hand-prints on my skirt.
I should have kept the child. He made me do it.
He was the master, of course. Me the apprentice.
But he stole my ideas, my hands, my clayey wit.
They say I am mad. But let me tell you this:
They have done me wrong. They have locked me
In here where there are no fields, no blocks of stone.
What must I do? I am his past tense. I have no need
For paper, clay. He tells them I am best left on my own.
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Lynne Taylor
Let’s talk
The past is a foreign
dialogue, the country
forgotten. Small talk
evokes familiar landmarks
with holiday-postcard
nostalgia. Remember this?
Remember that?
The direction zigs
instead of zags:
on shaky ground
we lose our balance.
Skirting round it, we slip
into a thorny maze
of questions: Why this?
Why that? Stonewalled,
try another track,
and another:
all well-worn, all
leading to dead ends.
We make one last
effort, find the place
we know so well.
It’s where we first met
hard consonants, sharp vowels.
6
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James Andrew
Fury is Universal
Coffee, paper, table, seat.
It must be an Istanbul weekend.
The sun boasts sun-ness, warmth.
Then outside the cafe and opposite,
a woman launches her voice as
grenade, explodes a different moment.
Her face and body point at someone
above us that we cannot see. Her voice
flows flat notes fluently
in words I cannot recognize,
fast, and Turkish. I understand
her anger, respect it, but don’t know
the why and who. No reply
falls helpfully from above.
She stops for a moment as
anger further distorts her face
with self-justification and
her voice bursts her feelings from
their prison. Perhaps they were held
there for years. I’ve no idea
what it is that she’s saying.
But I know what she means.
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Mark A. Murphy
Love in a Time of Absence
I do not know who is the most extreme, you or I.
We were both born to it.
You wish upon the stars and the moon for us, as do I.
You kiss your silver Mary pendant.
I kiss my Aztec sun.
The full moon rises in the sky for both of us.
What can be said of solitude in a time of love?
Will you wait for me?
Will I wait for you?
Will we sail too close to the indiscrete horizon?
What love names shall we call one another?
Will the telephone or even the poem suffice for such as us?
Do not tell me you wish to die without me
as I wish to die without you.
One of us must pretend to be strong, though strength
is only another word for animal cunning.
Just today I was thinking of dying alone
without ever seeing you again, I cried like a mad man.
I think I must be nearing some kind of madness
since I’m beginning to starve my body of nourishment.
What’s the point in eating
when there has been a death in the family?
This is how I see your departure.
Something like the dreams of a hunger artist.
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O we know time shall not re-unite two hearts in jeapordy
despite all of our prayers to the contrary.
There is such gravity in our self doubt.
O we love each other more than can be told.
We hold ever so tightly to the rocks
as the waves rush in and break over our tired bones.
January 2013
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We are exhausted by love that aches for physical re-union,
but sex is beyond us now.
Sex is where we find God,
but we are as far beyond sex as we are beyond God.
Maybe I am being selfish speaking for you,
but I am a man without his mate, which makes me unstable.
Unsound of mind, I don’t mind confessing it to you,
my beloved with whom I have pledged my life.
We have both cut for love’s sake,
drunk our share of poison,
but this is something different, altogether different.
This is the way of madness, all consuming madness.

A.D. Harvey
I’d Like Another Mind Alongside Mine
I’d like another mind alongside mine
To seize and shape my thoughts anew
And send them along another line
From where they went till I met you.
I’d like eyes that look each way I look
And see things differently from me –
Eyes that can scan my favourite book
And find poems I’d previously failed to see.
I’d like a hand that fitted mine
And on occasion squeezed mine tight
By way of giving me a sign
Your thoughts are with me day and night.
January 2013
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Tim Cunningham
Raspberry Ripple
Compelled by its Svengali call,
The widows in their cardies and soft slippers
Flutter ’round the ice-cream van,
Taste buds sharp as in those pigtail summers
Racing to the flavoured chimes.
Faded now the jostling boys,
The chatter of wedding bells.
And when the village clock strikes three
They know the hour is accurate;
It is the year they can’t believe.
Returning to neat bungalows,
Memories tango and fox-trot,
Ripple through the vanilla afternoon.
Some, like the silent ‘p’
In raspberry, deliciously discreet.
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Kim Moore
For Jan
And I feel that in another life, I must have known you –
maybe we were brothers who loved or hated one another
or maybe we were neighbours destined to grow old together
or strangers who nod hello when passing in the street
or maybe one of us was a king, and the other in the army
and on a routine inspection our eyes kept meeting
or maybe we were soldiers who would die for one another,
maybe we were the last two speakers of a minority language,
maybe I was a farm animal and you were a fair-haired farm
hand,
maybe we ran away to America together, or maybe we
were miners and loved our yellow canaries, maybe you
were the canary and I felt your heart beating on my palm,
maybe you were a nurse and I was your favourite patient,
maybe we were buried on a hill, standing side by side.
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Terry Quinn
Christmas Present
Back home
at this time of night
it would be Christmas Day
deep and crisp and
even if it were raining
the sound of pattering
would be kids tip toeing
not the a/c’s occasional tap
Back home
at this time of night
the lights on the tree
would be off
and all those soft colours
all those lines dripping
from its slim trunk
would not be turning red
and the boxes
you’re tearing the wrapping off
don’t contain chocolate biscuits
or a sweater from M&S
pity the poor Aunt
who sent pairs of socks
to this victim of an IED
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there’s no time
to think about presents
you’re not Santa selecting
the good girls and boys
and anyway all you have
is a single gift to give
it’s all you want to give
and all that’s wanted
this gift of life.
January 2013

INTERVIEW WITH DUNCAN FORBES

You have been described, or your poems have, as ‘wise, witty and sophisticated’
by Jim Burns in Ambit magazine. But isn’t there a philosophical, even
metaphysical side too? Take this stanza from your poem ‘New Year Song’ (from
Taking Liberties, 1993):
Let time play truant for today,
Send hours and calendars away,
Put the starlight in a purse
And pack away the universe.
A feather on the breath of God
Who can’t be known and won’t be conned,
He who hears is she who listens
To the silence and the distance,
Horizons and what lies beyond.

Doesn’t this suggest you are ‘listening to what lies beyond’? Beyond the surface
and beyond the life.
Or following from the poem ‘What Next’, the challenge to ‘Imagine life…
Imagine death’?
I’m tempted to say yes. Existence, non-existence and what else is there? I
appreciate the poets whose works seem to have some metaphysical slant,
from Donne and other Metaphysicals to Emily Dickinson and beyond.
Have you any formal religious beliefs, or are you secular like most poets now?
I’m interested in what religions and people say they believe and the words
and actions in which they express those beliefs. One of Einstein’s
pronouncements on the subject has had a resonance for me and I should
like to quote it here in answer to your question:
‘The most beautiful and deepest experience a man can have is the sense
of the mysterious. It is the underlying principle of religion as well as all
January 2013
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serious endeavour in art and science. He who never had this experience
seems to me, if not dead, then at least blind. To sense that behind anything that can be experienced there is something that our mind cannot
grasp and whose beauty and sublimity reaches us only indirectly and as
a feeble reflection, this is religiousness. In this sense I am religious. To
me it suffices to wonder at these secrets and to attempt humbly to grasp
with my mind a mere image of the lofty structure of all that there is.’
He said that in a speech called ‘My Credo’ to the German League
of Human Rights in 1932 and it was meant to be in the epigraph to my
fifth collection, Vision Mixer, but never made it for various reasons.
Turning now to – I am tempted to say – your less serious poetry: such as these
lines from the mysteriously-titled, even inappropriately titled, ‘Mysterium’:
Medusa in a café
Is photographed by Karsh.
A cappuccino coffee
Lends her a false moustache.
Achilles and Patroclus,
Homeric lookalikes,
Kneel before the engines
Of their Harley motorbikes.

It does not take long to perceive, not only your great facility with formal verse,
but a very quick fancy. ‘Karsh’ and ‘moustache’ is a fine example of pararhyme,
or off-rhyme, masquerading as full rhyme. Or ‘Homeric lookalikes’/ ‘Harley
motorbikes’ most effective full rhyme. Comparing my first question’s
observations with this question, how do you react if I liken you to a John
Whitworth or U.A. Fanthorpe with a touch of Coleridge or Wordsworthian
philosophe? If I am being ridiculous, please say so. But, if you will forgive the
pun, you are a ‘vision mixer’, to borrow the title of your 2006 volume from
Enitharmon Press.
Is that how you see me and my work? I suppose I do tend to mix serious
with more humorous aspects and sometimes in the same poem. I also
hope that my work is alert to sights, visions and moving images which
lend some force to that book’s title, Vision Mixer. I don’t see why a poet
needs to have only one voice or indeed one vision. Incidentally, I have
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not thought much about those lines you quote at me since I first wrote
them over twenty years ago.
When you write in an overtly formal way, is the metrical arrangement or the
content, the primary consideration? Could you, for examples, write a sonnet
or a sestina about anything?
In theory, I suppose a technically proficient and resolute poet could write
a sestina about fish and chips or a sonnet on brake fluid. And now I come
to think of it, Simon Armitage has managed a poem about the latter in
‘Very Simply Topping Up the Brake Fluid’ which is really about sexism,
or at least I think it is. My point, however, is that for a poem there needs
to be some emotional impetus to the exercise or else it remains just that:
a technical exercise. That said, I think that form can or should help the
maker to create a verbal artefact: ideally, in the perfect poem, form and
content are inextricably linked and one makes the other seem
unchangeably right or apt. I remember the blind poet John Heath-Stubbs
saying once that he thought that the form should serve the poem and not
vice versa. I tend to agree.
Given the Poundian dictum that ‘No verse is free for the poet who wishes to
do a good job’, when writing in your ‘freest’ verse, is shaping of content an
ever-present consideration? Or are you like W.B. Yeats or Ben Jonson, get it
down in prose first, then shape it afterwards? By ‘shaping’ I mean give it some
degree of metre.
I think that there many ways of shaping, forming or liberating a poem.
As I understand it and obviously enough, poetry exploits the rhythms of
the language. Whereas traditional prosody tends to govern metrical poetry
in English, free verse tends to involve the rhythms of speech. Poetry and
prose are different in the ways in which they exploit the patterns of
language but they obviously use the same materials, raw or refined.
Although a part of me might wish to swim or fly free along with
Whitman and later Lawrence or Ginsberg, my free forms are rarely as
liberated as theirs or those of the psalms in English. For reasons I am still
trying to understand, I like to craft words into forms and thereby shape
ideas.
January 2013
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Have you ever had any medical training; or above-average closeness to the
discipline of medicine?
No medical training, no. But my father was a doctor in Plymouth and
my daughter is now a modern Matron in Torbay. Medicine has often been
in the background, therefore. Why do you ask?
Well, a poem like ‘Neuropathology’ seems to show a somewhat specialised
familiarity with the science of medicine. And there are hints elsewhere in your
poetry. But let’s now deal further with your ideas about the making of poems.
There can be little doubt that we live in an age of the well-made poem. The
creative writing industry, whether inside or outside the universities, has seen
to that. This industry, so to speak, is turning out trained poets with competent
poems in their folders. Duncan, I believe you were a school teacher. Can poetry
be taught?
I wonder what you mean by ‘the well-made poem’. I suppose that some
aspects of the craft and skills of poetry can be imparted to those who are
receptive and indeed perceptive but I don’t really know how to teach vision
even to myself. I think that the deepening study of literature and
particularly of poetry can illuminate and enlighten readers in so many
different ways that understandings can grow and sympathies broaden.
In the theatre, the term ‘the well-made play’ is slightly pejorative: it means
something like a play that ‘makes all the right moves and noises’, but lacks
that animating touch which was once called inspiration. But I am concerned
to ask you whether poetry has become a profession like, say, medicine or
teaching; and is it (poetry) in need of regulation? In future, do you think all
poets will need qualifications to practise and, especially, to get published?
I remember years ago using the term ‘professional poet’ to the critic,
F.W.Bateson, and he picked me up on the term and explained that, since
Byron and Tennyson, there was arguably no such thing. There are
‘Professors’ of Poetry but the supply of poems and indeed of poets seems
to exceed the demand by far. In the circumstances and given the lack of
financial rewards which poetry attracts, it might to some writers seem a
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good idea to have further paper credentials of some academic kind or
other. Doctors and teachers supply recognisable social needs and
requirements, whereas art and artists of all kinds have to make their own
way in the world. Fragile and fugitive though they may initially seem, the
best surviving poems appear to have remarkably durable lives. As Emily
Dickinson characteristically said:
A Word dropped careless on a Page
May stimulate an eye
When folded in perpetual seam
The Wrinkled Maker lie
Infection in the sentence breeds
We may inhale Despair
At distances of Centuries
From the Malaria –

If we live in the age of the well-made poem, its competence the consequence of
technical skill – craft not art, ideas without emotion and thus free of the
unpredictable: i.e. sans inspiration – does this mean we are in the equivalent
of a new age of the grammarian? Is post-modernism with its disrupted syntax,
its linguistic non-sequiturs, and disconnected, even surreal, metaphors, a way
of combatting the highly technical trend in mainstream poetry? However,
before you answer this, let me quote your short poem ‘Theory’:
In our Greco-Roman youth
We believed in love and truth.
In post-modernist decline
Signifier questions sign.

There are at least two questions here and you seem to want me to
pronounce on ‘The Current State of Poetry As I Read It’. Are we in the
new age of the grammarian? No, not that I can see. Widespread
understanding of the syntax and structures of language seems to me to be
in observable decay. Is poetry becoming aridly academic? I wish I had the
depth and breadth of reading to answer your second question properly
but I don’t even know what is meant by ‘mainstream poetry’ in a
contemporary context. Kenneth Allott once said in an anthology which
mattered much to me at the time I was starting out (The Penguin Book of
January 2013
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Contemporary Verse) that:
‘Poets entertain the critical views that enable them to go on writing
poems, but of course they like to think that their ideas may have a wide,
or even a universal, application.’
Post-modernism seems to be a critical construct and label, as is the
term ‘Modernism’. Both labels have their uses but my real loyalty is to
individual poems of many different kinds. Incidentally, your words could
indeed be used to refer to The Waste Land (1922), a poem which has made
lasting impressions on me, not that I have ever consciously attempted to
use its techniques.
Would you care to critically comment (i.e. positively or negatively or both) on
any living contemporary poets? If you would, do so; or if not say why.
I am not alone in saying so but I particularly admire the work of Seamus
Heaney and have done since ‘Death of a Naturalist’ was published in
1966. His work may sometimes be uneven but, among living poets
writing in English, I know of no one who has written better. I have
followed his development and have tried to read every book of his on or
soon after publication.
I see your poems in journals, etc., but I never see reviews written by you. Do
you not do reviews?
I wrote one admiring review once of Mules (1977), Paul Muldoon’s second
collection, and the piece was published in Delta, a magazine long defunct.
Since then I have had no desire to review collections of poems, only to
read them. I am slow to judgement and like to take my time. The writing
of poems can also take up a great deal of time and energy, as you know,
and it requires the use of both creative and critical faculties. As a result, I
have eschewed the writing of reviews till now, even when asked. I think
the last collections I was asked to consider for review were by Rowan
Williams and by Alfred Brendel! In both cases, I declined.
Do you think poetry is too much evaluated positively today by its degree of
contemporary relevance?
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Interesting question. It depends what you mean by ‘poetry’ and by whom
it is evaluated. And what exactly am I meant to understand by
contemporary relevance? I do think that much contemporary poetry is
not much read. And why is that, I ask myself. Is it as Adrian Mitchell said:
‘Most people ignore most poetry because most poetry ignores most
people’? And was it Randall Jarrell who declared: ‘The modern poet has
a strange relationship with his audience: he hasn’t got one’? I don’t think
it as simple as that, however, and I do see things changing with modern
developments.
In what way ‘changing with modern developments’?
It may be too early to say and, although I like to give readings, I am what
is now known as a ‘page-poet’ and so I’m probably the wrong person to
ask.
Poetry slams, performance poets, e-magazines, e-books, free
downloads and the many uses of the internet, all suggest shifts away from
traditional book publication, copyright and control. Nevertheless, I still
find most of the poems I most admire on the printed page.
Were you first introduced to poetry at home or at school?
Both at home and particularly at school. I remember Mr Thurstan
presenting us with ‘Inversnaid’ by Gerard Manley Hopkins and the effect
the words had on me. I set the poem on Dartmoor and loved the
wilderness of it. Mr Way read some Robert Frost and ‘The Journey of the
Magi’ with us, while Mr Evans produced, ‘My parents kept me from
children who were rough’ and ‘Dover Beach’. If only I could write a poem
as good as that, I thought, and I’m still trying. If only.
To return to your poetry. It is often said that between comedy and tragedy there
is a fine line. This is equally true of the line between humour and wit. A little
poem of yours called ‘Guilt’ exemplifies this brilliantly. The same technique is
at work as in your more blatantly humorous poems, but the end-result is
profounder than any laughter. When you set out writing a poem are you ever
aware of how – let’s call the ‘tone’ of it – will develop?
January 2013
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at work as in your more blatantly humorous poems, but the end-result is
profounder than any laughter. When you set out writing a poem are you ever
aware of how – let’s call the ‘tone’ of it – will develop?
‘Mirth is the mail of anguish’, according to Emily Dickinson whose work
I admire deeply. There are some subjects which seem to deserve a
humorous treatment but I notice that even my ‘comic turns’ tend to have
an edge to them and, while I may seem facetious and can indulge in jeux
d’esprits, much of my work is serious in intention. I may like to think
that I know in advance what tone the poem will adopt but things turn
out variously and often unpredictably, like life itself which often seems
tragicomic too.
To finish with a non-question, Duncan. I loved your constant, on-off dialogues
with God in your poems. Both entertaining and thought-provoking.
Thank you for your kind comments and searching questions.
William Oxley / Duncan Forbes, November 2012
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Ian Caws
Ragless
Then a wind sprang to life and blew the grass;
Sunlight slid along cobwebs. The season
Was cracking again, measuring its loss
Against chance and the prevailing fashion.
But it was not wind or sunlight waiting
In my office at the afternoon’s end,
Only a man who talked about fighting
And death and a man’s future, sealed and signed.
His wife, he said, had gone off with Ragless,
As if I should know, and Ragless would die
Because of it. I was not to think less
Of him, he said. He was going away.
I had never seen him before; Ragless
I did not know. But the man kicked his threats
Down the corridor, vanished with his voice
And his hatred of Ragless. It still waits,
News of Ragless, my strange caller, his wife,
News of a death in some cramped side alley
Or an obscure bedroom. That he would leave
Was all I knew and the world turned slowly
In the years that followed. I asked questions,
Received no replies, found nothing in files.
Every autumn, sun warms up the stones
And light breezes warn of impending gales
But there is not a mention of Ragless.
My visitor I never saw again
Or read about him in the newspapers
Or learned his name, only that he was gone.
January 2013
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Chris Rice
Redstart
They say that in the ’fifties in a village near King’s Lynn,
a man was injured catching eels and every day, until he died,
sat by a cobwebbed window in a wheelchair watching birds.
By his death he’d spotted every species known to British ornithology
− every species but the capercaillie and the smew.
Unlike him, I’d never seen a redstart. I went, this spring,
to Derwentwater (guidebooks say they nest ‘in hundreds’
on its western shore), spent a week there dressed up as a tree.
Nuthatches inspected me, blue and yellow feathered mice
thinking I was made of ants, running up and down the tree that,
master of disguise, I had become. Tits and goldcrests tangoed
in my branches, ravens yawned while blackcaps warbled
excerpts from Puccini, moorhens plodded, curlews piped
and kestrels swooped and hovered, but redstarts ‘in their hundreds’?
One week later, suitcase packed, plotting dark revenge on books
that lie, I wandered to the window for a last look at the hills and,
framed there in a tiny square of latticed glass, as if hand-painted,
on a tilting gatepost, a flickering of flame and charcoal
somehow filled with bird: a redstart singing solo just for me.
Since that day I too have spent my life by cobwebbed windows
− no camouflage or guidebooks needed now. All I need
to think of is that eel catcher from Norfolk, the wisest man
who ever lived, who understood that everything of value one day
settles by a window on a piece of wood and sings.
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Wendy French
ere is another world and it is in this one Zen
It’s August and the winds have disappeared.
When I go tonight and begin my journey home
I’ll think of other times like waiting for a train
at some godless station in the snow and no sign of anyone.
Then the man appeared, alone and he stood so close to us
as if we were protection.
We were main players in a film, father and daughter
pretending we knew the outcome of the night
The flakes fell covering the sign that told us where we were.
Other evenings after surgery you’d call at my flat
for that whisky and water, so much to talk about,
stories delivering babies in the blitz, striding back across the
park
oblivious of everything except new life. Bombers overhead.
Now I’m left with stories. Your history, yesterday’s rain.
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Chris Sparkes
Cold Glass
On 8 September 1944, a Japanese boat carrying allied POWs
was torpedoed by an American submarine.

24

When he pulled the curtain
on the ornamental garden,
a wind was blowing across
the hospital pond, marking it
like rag-stains on a polished bayonet.
The Nippons had refused to paint
their POW boats with the red cross
of maritime convention: that lightning fizz
of the torpedo, the hot boom of thunderbolt
against the starboard when the world
burst into flames. After jungle combat
and malaria, the chatter and jibbering
of monkeys, and sizzling in rows
of corrugated-iron, sadism and starvation
on the Railway of Death, now they found themselves
drifting through an oil spillage,
clinging onto rafts of flotsam.
The trick was to sip a teaspoon of
the maddening South China Sea every second hour;
some guzzled to the dregs, and the rafts
bobbed lighter without them.
It had been eight days since
the USS Pampanito hauled them in,
black as seagulls beached by tanker slicks,
groping half-blind in the dazzling daylight,
slipping through arms. The jacks carried
him in like some misshapen fish
they wished they hadn’t caught
and they stretched him out like a ghost
January 2013
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in seeping bandages.
This morning, after medicine,
on his first expedition to the bathroom
since his legs could bear his weight,
he saw some poor thin bastard
hobbling up to him along the corridor;
he didn’t know you could be alive like that,
and in their new camaraderie
he shuffled forward to make a handshake:
a limp fist of knuckles
crumpled against him on cold glass.

Gordon Scapens
Counting
Ageing
is manifested
by the skin
writing
it’s speech.
Death
is nothing more
than time
inserting
a full stop.
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Kathleen M. Quinlan
Perennials
1.
Mother’s dementia forced the sale. I did what I could.
We all did. The nurses, the delivered groceries,
the reminder notes taped to the fridge, Johnny
hacking back the roses from the front walk,
careful not to disturb her precious tulips –
more reliable than robins.
The house was frozen in time: Small grubby
handprints ran up doors; green 70’s shag
held the footprints of once fashionable furniture.
Knick-knacks sprawled on every surface; stained
wallpaper remembered a plate collection’s profile.
The back garden grew wild, littered with plastic pots
upturned among the intermingling weeds and
floral gems. Empty hanging baskets clung
crookedly to hooks in the masonry.
With car full, I shut the gate for the last time.
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2.
In the spring, I took her a gift: 10 red tulips
and 2 yellow ones fanning out at her bedside.
She smiled, remembered, like she did
the words to Amazing Grace, though
she could not recall my name.
She drifted into lucid memory, marvelling
once more at the multiplication of flowers
crowding the front borders − all sprung
from a few bulbs. For a week, she asked
the aide a dozen times a day
if the water had been changed.
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3.
In her home, a daughter and mother
shared the surprise she’d left behind − her gift
of a dozen dozen red tulips, studded with yellow –
standing tall and translucent in the sunshine
along the front walk, as big as a child’s hand,
waving in the breeze, soaking up the spring rain.

Greta Rana
From beyond the moorlands
It will be spring in England soon,
warmth waving through meadows,
and green rivers of tufted grass
swaying into hidden shadows,
silky with dew in spring.
Lying beneath furrows
of harsh winter pastures,
fearing imprisonment below,
crocuses move, scented
with purple and yellow flowers
pushing upwards to grow
once more in old England.
Light weeping into day, laid low
along the ribboned motorways
which fester like lilies: crocuses bloom!
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PERSONAL MEMORIES OF JACK CLEMO
MARJORIE FENSTON JAMES
Tonight I am selling programmes at the ARTS Theatre Club in St Austell,
Cornwall, so I am dressed in my best long dress waiting for people to
arrive. A travelling theatre company is due here tonight but I have not
sold any programmes. Perhaps the audience will arrive at the last minute.
Usually the theatre is packed out. Three people arrive and one programme
is sold! The tall man in jeans is a TV Producer who introduces me to his
guests: Jack Clemo, poet, and his wife, Ruth.
After a time lapse, I had to tell them that the play had been
cancelled, due to the fact that it was the Eve of the General Election, when
Margaret Thatcher came into power in 1979! The producer told me that
he was making a film of the life of Jack Clemo, a blind and deaf Cornish
poet who had produced many books of poetry and literature and who
lived near St Stephens, on the outskirts of St Austell.
He needed a boy actor to play the part of Jack when young. He
described the type of boy he required for the part. As I was teaching
Speech and Drama at a local Comprehensive the name of a suitable boy
immediately came into my mind so a meeting at my school was arranged
for the next day, after getting permission from the Headmaster.
The producer interviewed many boys at my school and he also
visited two other schools in his search...but finally came back for the slim
blue eyed boy who I had suggested in the first place.
Then I became involved in the making of the film as it was being
shot in the summer holidays in 1980.
Jack and his wife, Ruth attended the action daily, arriving in a BBC
land rover. Hence his poem ‘Land Rover’ in his book rsThe Bouncing Hills:
Dialect Tales and Light Verse. Although most of Jack’s poetry is of a serious
nature, this later book shows his sense of humour.
Ruth gave Jack the details of the film making action, by writing in
capital letters on the palm of his hand. Jack was a Cornish poet and author
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who had gradually become blind and deaf over the years. His poetry was

mainly set in the china clay country where he grew up. The fact that he
had learned to type while he still had his sight and his early reading and
knowledge of classical books and poetry enabled him to continue writing,
producing many of his own books in his lifetime.
He struggled with failing sight but his religious philosophies and
writing helped him continue his work. He had an amazing mind and drew
on the memories of the clay area around St Austell. He lived in a rented
cottage with his mother, Evelyn Clemo whom I never met.
After the excitement of the filmmaking we all went up to London
to see filmrushes. Firstly, Jack went to visit the old home of Robert
Browning, one of his favourite poets, in Wimpole Street. Then we met
up with the TV producer and went to see the film, who said at the end of
the day, ‘Look after them for me’.
When we returned to Cornwall I would call over to see Jack and
Ruth from time to time after my teaching day. They always gave me a
warm reception in their small cottage at Goonamarris. Jack usually wore
his tweed jacket and black beret and spoke in a soft voice. He knew exactly
where every one of his books was positioned on the shelf. Ruth always
made homemade cakes and hot cups of tea.
I had been involved with poetry from an early age learning
traditional poetry by heart and writing my own. Therefore it was
intriguing for me to meet Jack Clemo and be inspired by his poetry which
encouraged the writing of more of my own poetry.
I particularly liked his poem ‘Bedruthan’ which Jack wrote after
going there on his honeymoon. It is printed in his book Broad Autumn.
Here is an extract;
Old steps down the cliff-side yielded, slowly grew
Rotten, so we lounge on the turf,
Thanks to gale’s rake and rain harrow,
Salt spittle the bulging surf threw,
Quick flick and kick of a million sandals,
And heavier boots of coastguards, smugglers long ago.

We went with Jack and Ruth to many poetry events in Plymouth,
Truro, Bude and St Austell, meeting many poets and authors who were
interested in Jack’s work.
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Then Jack had a temporary illness and it was decided by Ruth to take
him to live in Weymouth, where her sister Bella could assist her with Jack

who was now about 68 years old.We went to attend the ceremony in
Exeter where Jack went to receive an Honorary Degree. It was quite an
occasion.
They liked to visit Cornwall once a year. Jack enjoyed Weymouth
but he still thought and wrote about Cornwall, sending us many postcards
which he would type himself, messages which were so well constructed
and well positioned on the card, even though he was blind.
I visited them in Weymouth and sometimes they stayed with my
family in St Austell and also staying with their friend, Gwen in Newquay.
In 1994 I was attending an English Speaking Board Conference in
Ireland and by chance sat next to poet Brendan Kennelly, our guest
speaker from Dublin. He knew and much appreciated Jack Clemo’s
poetry.
After the meal my husband phoned me to pass on the sad news that
Jack had died in Weymouth.
It was too far away to reach the funeral in time .We sent a Pyramid
of White flowers to honour a Cornish Clay poet. I was inspired to write
this poem written in an eight seater plane while flying back to Newquay
on the day of the funeral.
Tribute to Jack Clemo
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While I am flying above the clouds,
The soul of Jack is flying too.
No longer encumbered with physical case
He reaches to God
Who receives him with grace.
Whose inspiration gave
This poet constant strength to face
A life of enriched entanglement.
The clouds are like cotton
Mountains to my gaze.
Jack’s funeral too far from Newquay’s maze.
My thoughts are travelling out to Jack
No more his body is on the rack.
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Tributes to him transcend through the air
On arriving home −
I find a lonely book upon my bed −
Broad Autumn waiting there!

A few months later, there was a huge memorial service at Trethosa
Chapel where Jack had been married and where he had attended most of
his life. Many friends and also those people involved with the film were
there.
These words are a tribute that I gave for Jack.
‘We, one and all, are deeply sorry to lose our dear friend and
internationally-acclaimed poet and bard, Jack Clemo. Jack’s youthful
aspirations and talent as a writer became a sustaining part of his life,
providing him with a voice which would help him through some very
difficult times and leaving a wealth of poetry and prose, immortalizing
the strength and purpose of his work which carries the love and faith
shared with his wife, Ruth, who brought tranquillity, companionship and
laughter into his life.’
To this day, friends and family meet at Trethosa Chapel each year
on Jack’s birthday on 2 June in the afternoon. All are welcomed. There is
now a Jack Clemo museum, holding memorabilia and a perfect replica
of his home in Goonamaris, Cornwall, made from material from the
cottage.
For the past five years, I have been running a radio show for poets
and authors where I have had, on occasion, speakers who have talked
about Jack Clemo and the clay country. His written word lives on.
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Noel Duﬀy
Earthrise
‘I stood in the blue darkness and looked in awe at the Earth from the lunar
surface. What I saw was almost too beautiful to grasp.’
Gene Cernan, Commander Apollo 17

I saw it
all blue and swirling cloud
before me,
small as a marble.
I could have almost
reached out
and retrieved it
from the blackness
felt it
porcelain cold
in my palm.
In the name
of science I had ascended
higher than
the mountain tops
through all the shades
of day until only
night was left.
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Blue gravity gone
I hung
weightless,
the body’s mass
lost some place
like a spectre’s.
The ancients promised
there would be
music there among
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the stars, of seven pure notes −
great glass wheels
moving, a symphony
of spheres in unison.
Amid the fearsome
quietude, the sea
of me rising, aching
to share the mystery
of that vision.
I returned,
was news for a week
or maybe two,
then was forgotten back
to an ordinary life
in the suburbs.
How could they
understand what
I had witnessed,
locked away in dark rooms
watching television,
the moon rising
nightly and predictably
above their rooftops...
This is a form
of loneliness
I hadn’t expected,
an isolation
so great that
I will never
escape it,
like the baseball
January 2013
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my son throws
upwards
into the blue of the day,
only for it to fall back
down into
my waiting hands −
and the great
lunar silence
that surrounds me.

Fred Beake
Stars
Civilisation begins with the texts of our forbears:
through half worn-out stone,
or needing to be fitted together like jigsaws.
But what of the great ones with no writing
− the mighty Inca Empire,
or the makers of all those stone circles?
No, it is the stars that provided our ancestors
with precision about seedtime and harvest
and led them through strange oceans and endless trees.
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Richard O’Connell
Variation on a eme of Borges
No escaping ever once you enter:
the labyrinth is the whole universe
and it has no obverse or reverse,
no external walls or secret center.
No hope but the rigor of the road
bifurcating, obstinately forking
before you in a pitiless tangle
of interminable interwoven stone
where that hybrid shape of horror
awaits the sacrificial feast
for serial slaughter as in a mirror;
nor can you rewind the skein of your fate
or step back the same into blind daylight
after you pierce the lair of the beast.
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Tim Love
Each ﬁeld has matching particles
You are at the match watching raindrops
trapped in the floodlights when the
Mexican wave collapses into claps.
Your team chasing shadows, you leave early,
hear cheers while in the car-park,
get home to find Alice entangled with Bob.
Light has weightless photons but now there are
no words, just loss. Grown men are allowed to cry
about the wilderness years ahead.
The more you ask, the less you know,
the more it costs to analyse the debris.
If you think you understand, you don’t.
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Simon Richey
e First Bird
When the first bird arrives and settles in a tree
you can imagine a thin coating of salt
on its feathers, something alien and bitter
that it brings to the woods, the fields. You can imagine
the look of the sea in its eyes as if
the immensity of it, its secrets
lay upon them like a film or like a preoccupation,
a continual dreaming. Is the tree it sits in
a watery tree ? Does the sea
still roar in its branches ? You watch it
take flight. It keeps diving through the air
as if to dry itself of the memory,
as if to recover what it has lost.
Gradually it will arrive.
Gradually the land will move into it.
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POETRY MAKES NOTHING HAPPEN (AUDEN)
with Pamela Williams and John Snelling

BEING THE SUBJECT OF THE DEBATE AT THE TORBAY
POETRY FESTIVAL 2012. PROPOSED BY PAMELA WILLIAMS:
Of course it doesn’t. It’s much more important than that! It isn’t an active
kind of medium – it is reflective, reactive, responsive, sometimes a
chronicler of events rather than an enabler. But it’s rather like describing
Beckett’s Waiting for Godot as a play in which nothing happens – twice!
We know it’s so much more. When first considering this statement, I
thought of Falstaff in Henry IV Part 1:
“Can honour set to a leg? No. Or an arm? No. Or take away the
grief of a wound? No. Honour hath no skill in surgery then? No. What
is honour? A word.”
And is not poetry just “Words, words, words”? But that would
ignore the “matter”. And are not Falstaff ’s musings a reductio ad absurdum
at the heart of the play which deals with the redemption of his honour by
the former Prince Hal.
Poetry could not call back Tennyson’s Light Brigade nor undo the
Peterloo Massacre described by Shelley in The Mask of Anarchy. And both
these poets were far away from the events they recorded. If it were that
powerful perhaps we would not have witnessed the dreadful carnage of
subsequent wars or protests. Auden spoke these words in his tribute to
Yeats:
“mad Ireland hurt you into poetry.
Now Ireland has her madness and her weather still,
For poetry makes nothing happen:”
And Ireland ‘s troubles continued. “A terrible beauty was born” with or
without the poetry.
Our present poet laureate, Carol Ann Duffy, expresses a similar idea
eloquently in her poem ‘Last Post’ set in the First World War and dealing
with poets who were present at events and introducing the possibility that
poetry could undo the carnage of war:
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“If poetry could truly tell it backwards,
Then it would.
and all those thousands dead
Are shaking dried mud from their hair
And queueing up for home.”

The poet would have a different role for: “You see the poet tuck away his
pocket-book and smile.” But would we have had the poetry without the
pity?
Poetry is simultaneously impotent in action, though it can be
powerful in persuasion.
I wish to argue that poetry makes nothing happen in the physical
or the material world but that does not mean to say that it does not effect
changes in men’s hearts and minds. I acknowledge “the pen is mightier
than the sword” and that poets are “the unacknowledged legislators of the
world” but the power in these words lies in the strength of ideas not
action.
The principal reason why I consider poetry to be incapable of
promoting action is because poetry is not chiefly about conveying
information; it does not have an objective purpose like journalism or
propaganda even though ideas as subject matter may be key to the poet’s
purpose. No – it is a creative art form – and, like any other work of art
be it music, art, drama, the aesthetic dimension is paramount. Poetry
has been described as “the best words in the best order” and this is crucial.
Poetry at its best is the perfect marriage of content and form. Poetry is
language crafted to its finest expression and, in a sense, all poetry is
metalinguistic because form or utterance is in part the subject of the poem
as well as the ideas within it. Poetry is language distilled to its essence
and can never be a mere purveyor of political ideas or a rallying cry to
action.
That is not to say that we are not moved by poetry for when the
poet’s vision is conveyed in striking language and metaphor we respond
both intellectually and aesthetically. This is where the poem provides us
with a truly profound experience. Browning expressed the purpose of the
poet through the words of his creation, Fra Lippo Lippi, the artist, and
draws an analogy between the work of the artist and that of the poet:
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“For, don’t you mark? we’re made so that we love
First when we see them painted, things we have passed
Perhaps a hundred times nor cared to see;
And so they are better, painted – better to us,
Which is the same thing. Art was given for that –
God uses us to help each other so,
Lending our minds out.”

It is “lending our minds out” which is another key purpose of the poet.
For poetry provides us with one of the most profound and essentially
human experiences. It allows us to see the world through another person’s
eyes – to exercise our imaginations in the pursuit of knowledge and
understanding. It permits us insights into worlds we could not have
imagined as well as fresh views of the familiar. If that should include
compassion for another’s situation it may move us to action but the
impact on our minds is primary – the action is secondary or a by-product
of that feeling or emotion.
I have mentioned the aesthetic nature of poetry and the quality of
expression. This is why we turn to poetry for significant events in our
lives. We need words that really work for us. That satisfy the longing to
express the feelings we may be experiencing. Everyday language simply
will not do. We need the power of human utterance wrought to its finest.
This is why many people turn to this medium to express feelings at
weddings, funerals, at moments of crisis, when falling in love or out of
love and poetry ably meets this need. Have we not all “stolen” words to
woo a lover or comfort a bereaved friend? I turn to Shelley for the wooing:
“And the sunlight clasps the earth
And the moonbeams kiss the sea:
What is all this sweet work worth
If thou kiss not me?”

For consolation, the simplicity of these lines of Yeats’ ‘In Memory of
Major Robert Gregory’; “What made us dream that he could comb grey
hair?” echo the sentiments of anyone who has lost someone in the prime
of life.
Shelley was summoned by Mick Jagger at the Rolling Stones
concert in Hyde Park just after the death of Brian Jones, these lines from
Adonais:
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“Peace, peace! He is not dead, he doth not sleep
He hath awakened from the dream of life –
‘Tis we, who lost in stormy visions, keep
With phantoms an unprofitable strife”.

Poetry makes an appearance at some surprising venues. And why?
Because the poet’s words crystallise like diamonds in the memory to be
mined for future use fuelling the imagination and teaching us what it is
to be truly human for it is only when we align our joys and sorrows with
those of the mainstream of humankind we begin to understand what it is
to be human. T S Eliot’s incantatory
“These fragments I have shored up against my ruins”

captures the sense in which we cling to the poet’s language to assert our
humanity, our culture and our civilization. It is not peripheral but
essential. And if poetry is expressed in what is linguistically the road “less
travelled by” this is what “ has made all the difference”.
I propose that poetry “makes nothing happen” for poetry is not a
prelude to action; rather it is a prism for reflection.
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THE MOTION WAS OPPOSED BY JOHN SNELLING:
I’d like to start by setting the scene with a poem by Carolyn Forché. It’s
called ‘The Visitor’
‘In Spanish he whispers there is no time left.
It is the sound of scythes arcing in wheat,
the ache of some field song in Salvador.
The wind along the prison, cautious
as Francisco’s hands on the inside, touching
the walls as he walks, it is his wife’s breath
slipping into his cell each night while he
imagines his hand to be hers. It is a small country.
There is nothing one man will not do to another.’

How might a poem like this make something happen? My answer will be
that such a poem can change our consciousness, our understanding, and
thus how we act.
In 1938, Neville Chamberlain described the imminent Nazi
invasion of the Sudetenland as ‘a quarrel in a faraway country between
people of whom we know nothing.’ The number of suffering peoples of
whom we know nothing is fewer now and we typically not only know the
facts but understand their meaning in human terms. Thus we are more
able to question our political leaders and hold them to account for their
decisions. I am going to suggest to you that poetry is a part of the way in
which that understanding is created and sustained. You may now be
thinking that poetry predates the 1930s by millennia so our greater
understanding cannot be attributed to it. I would say that the amount of
poetry, drama, fiction and news coverage available to us now is greater in
quantity and extent than it was then and that poetry is one important
element in changing human consciousness in ways that certainly can make
things happen
As we know, Auden included the words ‘poetry makes nothing
happen’ in his poem ‘In Memory of W.B.Yeats’. I think we need to look
at two points about Auden’s statement. First, we can ask why Auden might
have wished to say this to Yeats and secondly, what Auden claims poetry
does do. As for the first, it was well known that Yeats was preoccupied
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with the issue of the relationship of the poet with the great public issues
of the day and ‘Easter 1916’ is far from the only poem in which he wrestles
with this. In ‘Man and the Echo’ Yeats had written,
All that I have said and done,
Now that I am old and ill,
Turns into a question till
I lie awake night after night
And never get the answers right.
Did that play of mine send out
Certain men the English shot?
Did words of mine put too great strain
On that woman’s reeling brain?
Could my spoken words have checked
That whereby a house lay wrecked?
And all seems evil until I
Sleepless would lie down and die.

In this poem, Yeats refers to his play ‘Cathleen Ni Houlihan’, to ‘words
of mine’ and to his spoken words. He believed that his words could have
power and could make far more happen than he intended. Auden wants
to tell him that these fears are groundless and that poetry simply does not
have that kind of power. Not only will I argue to the contrary, but my
argument will be based on what Auden goes on to claim as the true
function of poetry.
Let’s have the context of what Auden wrote.
You were silly like us; your gift survived it all:
The parish of rich women, physical decay,
Yourself. Mad Ireland hurt you into poetry.
Now Ireland has her madness and her weather still,
For poetry makes nothing happen: it survives
In the valley of its making where executives
Would never want to tamper, flows on south
From ranches of isolation and the busy griefs,
Raw towns that we believe and die in; it survives,
A way of happening, a mouth.

What does Auden mean by describing poetry as ‘a way of happening’? I
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suggest that he means that poetry must be more than reportage. That it
involves a reshaping of its raw material to tell us more than a bare factual
recital possibly could. Brecht said of the theatre that it could ‘not just
show real things, but how things really are’. I believe Auden is making a
similar claim for poetry. It is ‘a way of happening’ because it goes beyond
the prosaic everyday account of what is or of what happens. The
happening is given to us in a different way that conveys more than the
bare facts. It is ‘a mouth’ because it speaks to us and tells us something we
need to hear.
You will doubtless be familiar with what Anna Akhmatova wrote in
the preface to her poem ‘Requiem’,
‘In the fearful years of the Yezhov terror I spent seventeen months in
prison queues in Leningrad. One day somebody “identified” me.
Beside me, in the queue, there was a woman with blue lips. She had,
of course, never heard of me; but she suddenly came out of that trance
common to us all and whispered in my ear (everybody spoke in
whispers there): “Can you describe this?” And I said: “Yes, I can.” And
then something like the shadow of a smile crossed what had once been
her face’. (Trans D.M. Thomas)

Whether we are poets or not, we need to be heard and, sometimes,
what needs to be heard is true of many others beside ourselves. Is true of
a people or of the human condition itself. This is where poets and other
creative artists play an invaluable role. In oppressive societies, poets are
valued very highly by those struggling for liberation. At the funeral of
Akhmatova crowds filled the church and overflowed into the streets and
this response to the work of a poet is not simply a Russian phenomenon.
It was reported by several news outlets that protestors in Tahrir
Square in Egypt chanted lines from a poem by the Tunisian poet Abul
Qasim al Shabi.
In the Wikipedia entry for Pablo Neruda, I found the following:
‘When Chilean President González Videla outlawed communism in
Chile in 1948, a warrant was issued for Neruda’s arrest. Friends hid
him for months in a house basement in the Chilean port of Valparaíso.
Later, Neruda escaped into exile through a mountain pass near
Maihue Lake into Argentina. Years later, Neruda was a close
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collaborator to socialist President Salvador Allende. When Neruda
returned to Chile after his Nobel Prize acceptance speech, Allende
invited him to read at the Estadio Nacional before 70,000 people.’

In the light of this, it is surely impossible to deny that, at times, poetry
has given voice to major concerns of peoples and has strengthened a
collective resolve to change things. Not all poetry makes something
happen but some poetry does and it does it because of what Auden,
himself, identifies as the true function of poetry. No one can doubt that
the political history of Ireland has been fraught and Yeats very much
identified himself as an Irish poet. Perhaps his fears were not so misguided
after all.
To finish, I’d like to return to the eastern bloc and part of a poem
written by Milosz who saw poetry as an essentially civilizing influence.
This is from his own translation of his poem ‘Dedication’
What is poetry which does not save
Nations or people?
A connivance with official lies,
A song of drunkards whose throats will be cut in a moment,
Readings for sophomore girls.
That I wanted good poetry without knowing it,
That I discovered, late, its salutary aim,
In this and only this I found salvation.
They used to pour millet on graves or poppy seeds
To feed the dead who would come disguised as birds.
I put this book here for you, who once lived
So that you should visit us no more.
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Peter Phillips
more from WAITING FOR THE WINE
Battersea Dogs’ Home
I like the look of that old boy. He seems a bit disreputable.
I wouldn’t recommend him, he’s not what I’d call a loyal dog.
His name’s Oscar. No one wants him.
I’m not looking for a wife. I want a dog for a bit of company.
Where was he found?
At the side of the road in Bloomsbury.
You mean he was in the gutter looking at the stars?
I ‘m not sure about that.
This is irresistible, too much to have hoped for.
I’ll take him. Oscar and I will get on.
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Being Consoled by Oscar
Hello matey. Down boy, stop jumping about.
I bombed tonight, saw a bloke’s chin drop
on his chest and he wasn’t even asleep.
I read a new poem, wanted to give it a test run.
It got a very muted response, must work out why.
Maybe it’s just a rotten poem. Perhaps it was
too blatant, some prefer a bit of subtlety.
I think I’ll leave it a few days, even a week
or a few months, see how I feel. Mind you,
it might be the audience wasn’t listening,
I read near the end and it was a very long
evening and no one else was particularly
well received. I think I’ll cut the reference
to swanky bankers, maybe it’s a bit rude.
Hold on, perhaps it’s not rude enough.
Thanks for the lick Oscar, I knew you’d agree.
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Kathleen M. Quinlan
Bibliophile
I hardly noticed his sparkling blue eyes.
I wasn’t swayed by his gentlemanly
manners or even that sensual waterfall
of his fingers down my back.
It was his bookcase that caught my eye.
The reference books alone caused me to look
twice: art, music, mythology, quotations, symbols
and two continents’ worth of flowers, trees and birds.
Then, my heart was set aflutter by a whole
collection of world classics − Zola,
Tolstoy, Bronte, Euripides − lined up like
soldiers in matching red and white paperback.
(Beloved Jane − Austen, of course –
had a separate space of her own.)
And, the poetry − oh, I was swooning –
three full shelves, arrayed neatly in alphabetical
order from Akhmatova to Yeats, passing Dante,
Frost, Larkin, Neruda and Plath along the way.
My resistance weakening, I came upon the dictionaries:
four European languages book-ended with various
Englishes on one side and, on the other −
taking up seven glorious inches of precious
oak plank − a matching pair of hardbound,
fine print Oxford English dictionary and thesaurus.
Finally, I was convinced as I basked in repetitions
of the sweet, reassuring subtitle: “The Complete Works.”
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Robert Hamberger
Unpacking the Books
They’re in alphabetical order.
What better democracy
for our second move this year?
A birdsong of Clares, a rainbow of Dotys,
a sextet of Gunns: these paper companions
establish me through unfamiliar rooms.
I wedge my handful of pamphlets,
my own narrow volumes,
between Hacker and Hamilton. My name
tiptoes down three spines.
Will I fit here? To be picked from a shelf,
to be skimmed or discarded.
I’ve been told there’s no competition
but hardly believe it.
Who else spells another language I’m greedy to hear?
A swarm of Plaths, the searchlights of Rich
become voices from another conversation
I step into and aim to translate.
If I read for myself
I might write for myself, anonymous as snow
with a leopard’s paw and a gull’s rusty cry,
the crisis of a rose, the clicked applause
of pebbles when a wave recedes.
I state my name and leave the carnival,
drunk on someone else’s lines,
forget my new address, opening books
to discover my absence, remember the phrase
for burnished pages, the word that means alone.
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David Olsen
Poet’s Night Out
Kiss partner goodnight.
Turn out bedside lamp.
Mime sleep. Think.
Turn on bedside lamp.
Scribble note to self.
Turn off bedside lamp.
Mime sleep. Think.
Turn on bedside lamp.
Scribble note to self.
Turn off bedside lamp.
Mime sleep. Think.
Turn on bedside lamp.
Dodge thrown pillow.
Retrieve spare duvet.
Retreat to sofa. Sulk.
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William Oxley
Where the Poetry Books Are
In a corner of a big bookshop
raked over occasionally by hands
that sift for gold among slop.
What aspired once to golden Samarkands
now like a wet social mop
seeks most to sweep up hurt and dirt.
In a corner of Waterstones
patient as zoo animals they wait
for buyers; those collectors of rag and bones,
lines all-too-soon out-of-date –
where feelings shake to sound of groans
in an age that cannot raise notes of praise.
Yet is there no truth will tell
poetry’s not ill, nor a dull patient indeed,
but in fact is healthy and well?
Though bookshops present an invalid –
a book almost impossible to sell –
poetry still contains beauty; its healthy mystery
remains.
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Dear Acumen,
The feature on ‘Feminism and
Poetry’ (Acumen 74) was fascinating, especially reading it when I
had just returned from an event
organised by Bath Spa University
where I was one of a group of five
poets, four of them female. The
audience at the event was pretty
much fifty-fifty, and indeed in my
experience of readings recently,
the same balance has been true of
the readers themselves. Carol Ann
Duffy’s hope of a fifty-fifty
balance in all anthologies may
well be on its way.
This is a very different scene
from 1960 when I began visiting
the Poetry Society in Earls Court
Square, dominated by pipesmoking men in tweed jackets.
Despite gradual changes on the
reading circuits in the Sixties, it is
still a shock to see that the 1964
edition of Alvarez’s The New
Poetry doesn’t include a single
woman. Talking of The Review,
Ian Hamilton insisted that though
there were many female poets
around, ‘they weren’t any good’.
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By the end of the decade,
Paperway and Oyster were
regularly publishing an equal
number of male and female poets,
so clearly something odd was
going on in the corridors of poetic
power.
If you want an almost
symbolic example of what was
going on, listen to the recording
of Sylvia Plath being introduced
at a live reading at the Mermaid
Theatre, London in 1961. It’s
track seventeen on The Spoken
Word: Sylvia Plath. The voice
doing the introducing is inevitably
male. ‘It’s a pleasure to present a
woman poet/ he tells his audience,
because ‘we have such a predominantly masculine week here,’ and
sounding like an old Pathe newsreel, goes on to introduce us to
‘Miss Sylvia Plath, as I refer to
her by her maiden name before
she was Mrs Ted Hughes’.
Of course it is of its time,
and it would be ridiculous to
assume that there are no issues –
of justice and equality to say the
least − left for feminism. But I

doubt whether you would hear
anything quite that patronising
anywhere today, at least in the
circles being discussed in the
‘Feminism and Poetry’ feature.
But the most striking experience
for me in Bath occurred on our
return journey, when my four
female companions were laughing at my presence as the ‘token
male’. The youngest member of
our group – a confident and
talented poet of twenty – expressed her impatience with
‘these old arguments.’ As she
insisted, she was not talking about
justice and equality, arguments
long won in theory if not
universally in practice. That she
can take certain things for-granted
may be cause for celebration, but
it might be interesting to play the
recording of what Plath had to put
up with to an audience of young
poets: both female and male.
William Bedford
Wiltshire

Dear Acumen,
Just to say that even in Britain,
women’s poetry has been
published in plenty since the 17th
Century and earlier: the various
Oxford University Anthologies
will supply their names. There
were also other female writers
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published in Europe earlier too.
The only judgement should not be
numbers but the quality of the
work. At the moment we have a
female Poet Laureate of course.
Ted Harriot
Swanage

Dear Acumen
Long poems continue to be
written because they offer the
writer, and the reader, a breadth
and depth of experience other
poetic forms cannot reach. A long
poem can be a long sequence of
poems assuming there is unity of
theme and purpose. An epic poem
is typically a long narrative poem
(often beginning in the middle of
the story, is episodic in structure
going back and forth in time)
presenting adventures on a grand
scale in a language that is exalted,
heroic. The elevated style
however includes a variety of
linguistic forms from songs and
lyrical interludes to long lists and
dramatic monologues. The
earliest epics depicted not only
the extraordinary achievements of
men, but the dramatis personae
included gods and beings
endowed with supernatural
powers such as in the Epic of
Gilgamesh (Ancient Sumeria),
Nibelungenlied (German), or The
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Mahabharata (Vyasa). More
recent epics, such as The Prelude
(Wordsworth), Song of Myself
(Whitman), Four Quartets (T S
Eliot), Omeros (Derek Walcott) or
The Golden Gate (Vikram Seth),
while focusing on the affairs of
men (and in the case of Alexander
Pope’s Rape of the Lock, using the
heroic couplet to mock and
satirise contemporary morals),
also address the big issues of the
day. The best long poems –
whether it is Beowulf (unknown
Anglo-Saxon poet), Ramayana
(Valmiki),
Aeneid
(Virgil),
Metamorphoses (Ovid), Divine
Comedy (Dante), Faerie Queene
(Spenser), Endymion (Keats) etc.
– reflect on universal and eternal
issues. They explore human behavior when faced with adversity,
with social and moral dilemmas,
the choices the protagonist makes
in rising to life’s major
challenges. This exploration,
education, entertainment is in a
language that is inspired, heroic,
mahavakyam or sublime speech.
Such sustained astonishment as
experienced in epic poetry, its
uplifting, affirmative and redemptive qualities, makes it the ‘major
literary art form’.
Shanta Acharya
London
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Dear Acumen,
While it can concentrate the mind
to know that one has only 17
syllables or 14 lines or 6 stanzas
to say what one has to say, it can
serve a different set of purposes to
employ an open-ended form or
long poem. Basically, long poems
are of three sorts: narrative
(Chaucer’s tales, Shakespeare’s
Venus and Adonis, Browning’s
The Ring and the Book etc);
contemplative or ‘philosophical’
(Gray’s Elegy, Pope’s Essay on
Man, Auden’s Letter to Lord
Byron etc); and combinations of
the two (Wordsworth’s The
Prelude, Byron’s Don Juan, Hill’s
The Mystery of the Charity of
Charles Peguy ). The long poem,
in other words, allows one to tell
a longer or more detailed story
than would otherwise be possible,
or to ruminate at length, or to do
both in varying degrees. Keats
once said of Spenser’s Faerie
Queene that he liked a poem he
could get lost in. The danger, of
course, is that the poem may go
on for too long and so become
dull. One way poets have avoided
this is by imposing a limit – the
more meaningful the better.
Famous examples are Paradise
Lost with its twelve books of
Virgilian epic, and more recently,

Geoffrey Hill confined himself in
Peguy to 100 stanzas of warpoetry. And/or one can use a
stanza-form, making each stanza
as interesting as possible. Even if
a poem’s overall structure is less
than perfect, this can be a highly
effective way of retaining the
reader’s
interest.
Byron’s
storyline in Don Juan, for
example, is sometimes less than
enthralling but few readers have
ever wished his enormous poem
any shorter. Free verse, although
it may be suited to shorter pieces
or sections of sequences, seems
unavoidably tedious over longer
stretches (T.S Eliot understood
this – Whitman, Pound, David
Jones and W.C. Williams didn’t).
In this sense the poetic tradition −
and this applies to short as well as
long poems – could be viewed as
an unending set of variations on
established
themes,
each
remarkable
new
variation
becoming an extension of the
theme itself − i.e. a form of
organic or evolutionary growth
(Eliot’s image, in Tradition and
the Individual Talent, of a
chemical reaction is impossibly
sterile). As in actual organic life,
no evolving verse – or other art −
form can afford to separate itself
too
drastically
from
its
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environment and growth so far.
The results of trying to do this –
in music and painting as well as
literature – may be briefly spectacular but shallow and then dull.
W. D. Jackson
Germany

Dear Acumen,
One long poem I’ve greatly
enjoyed this year is Will Kemp’s
Sleeping Beauty. I have to admit,
though, that I flick over most long
poems in collections and
anthologies, and maybe return to
them if I’ve liked the poet’s
shorter pieces. Form helps, and I
feel happier embarking on several
pages of poem if there are stanzas,
and a little breathing space on the
page. The odes of the Romantic
poets are wonderful examples of
this, and it’s easy to believe that
‘they don’t write them like that
anymore.’ But reading again
Larkin’s Whitsun Weddings
something about its music
prompted me to take down my old
copy of Keats. Sure enough,
Larkin’s journey down England is
a modern variation on ‘Ode to a
Nightingale. Has everyone
realised this ages ago? For me, it
was a wonderful discovery!
Jill Sharp
Swindon
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Dear Acumen,
As far as I was aware, a poem of
more than twenty lines is classed
as a long poem.
I find very long poems
daunting to contemplate starting
to read or to listen to. What I like
to attempt (and would like to
read) is what I would call a
sequence poem, that is, an overall
title unifying several short poems,
separately titled. Probably they
would not stand along, but they
are not stanzas of one poem.
An example which I have
attempted is a sequence poem of
four cinquains, for instance. This
view is almost certainly due to our
impatient society today!
Cedric Pickin
Gloucester

Dear Acumen,
Why Acumen is getting its
knickers in a twist about the 'long
poem' I'm not quite sure. A poem
is a poem and should be judged
on its merit as a poem. Whether
it's short or long is immaterial.
However, there is a high risk that
the long or epic poem might
become boring as it certainly
demands more from the poet, but
then some short poems are boring
too.
No further comment is
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required about how or why the
epic poem is in any way a
'different animal' because, for
instance, it may contain a high
proportion of prose within its
content or in how it mixes poetry
and prose together. Either way,
such a combination usually ends
up a lengthy, boring, prosy mess
− a poorly written poem: though I
suppose, in this sense, it is a
'different animal' compared to one
well written.
One can take these comparisons to include the 'Visual
Arts'. How often do we hear
somebody say, "That's not art".
Well, any presentation or performance made on behalf of an
artist is art: whether one considers
it good art or bad art is another
matter. The same applies to
poetry.
To answer one of your
questions directly: a long poem is
a long poem and a long sequence
of poems is a long sequence of
poems. To call the long poem, or
the epic poem, [the] 'major
literary art form' or even [a]
'major literary art form', is of
course 'a nonsense'. Whomever
coined this knows nothing about
literature or art.
A.J. Knight
Norfolk
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Dear Acumen,
I am writing this brief note to
record the passing of Patricia’s and
my fellow editor Harry Chambers.
I knew Harry briefly when he lived
in Manchester, the city where I
grew up, and I subscribed to his
magazine, Phoenix. Like Patricia
and I, Harry eventually wound up
in the South-West, where we met
him occasionally.
He was a
character. I recall encountering
him once in the bar at the Exeter
Arts Centre (oddly enough, later

re-named the Phoenix Arts Centre).
Seated alone at a small table, he was
drinking a pint of beer together
with a large glass of red wine
between mouthfuls of spaghetti
bolognaise. But character or not, he
was a man who, over the years, gave
considerable time and effort to
promoting and publishing poetry.
In 2010 he was deservedly awarded
an M.B.E. for services to poetry.
William Oxley
Devon
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Dinah Livingstone
Common
‘Common as dirt those horrid people are,’
she cried. She was the snobbiest of snobs,
opined in high thin voice that carried far:
‘The working classes are such hopeless slobs.
They always drink weak coffee and strong tea,
while we would never do a thing like that.’
For some years now she’s shared the common fate,
reduced to dirt, since all that lives must die.
I think how life arose from cosmic dust,
how even in poor soil nasturtiums thrive −
their salad leaves − I drink pure orange gold
in sunlit blissfulness, which in one burst
extols the commonwealth of things alive,
the multimillions this strong bond can hold.
*
With shadows playing on its trunk
green willow changes me.
Through water rippling dapple brown
I swim eternity.
Hampstead Heath is common land
where conversations sprout
from fauna strangely stirring love,
enjoying their time out.
The unripe grapes on garden wall
are bitter till they fill.
The fuchsia dangles for the bee.
Home now I sit still.
*
58
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Assault is not uncommon near this tube
when darkness covers common criminals
and desperate junkies mug a mug to grab
a purse for drugs, mainline or little pills.
Awoken, wonder what is going on −
at two o’clock there’s shouting in the street:
a late night revel? sounds more like a fight −
I toss and mutter, then the noise has gone.
And now I wake to music, singing birds;
cheerfulness and light are breaking in.
Then just before I get my breakfast tray
I cross the park and hear familiar words:
‘All right?’ ‘Good morning.’ Ghosts retreat again
as people greet the growth of common day.
*
This ordinary morning springs
a pink and scented rose,
enfolding soul’s utmost desire
near common labourers.
Who start at eight, skilled trades come too,
all muscling to repair
our dusty London terraces
with banging and with care.
A toddler runs on sturdy legs
and covers quite some ground.
His watching mother smiles but feels
lonely for a friend.
*
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The supper was delicious in the dusk,
hungry from work, first drink was heavenly,
the outlined twilit trees, the earthy musk
and even better was the company.
When there is much in common, deep exchange
of thoughts and musing quickens with delight;
as garden robin listens, insects flit,
the sudden insights dart and inklings range.
And in another garden sat a pair.
He, such a good cook, had taken pains,
she was attracted but was playing cool.
Old comrades now becoming something more?
Take it easy, girl, what if it rains?
Or will he kiss her with the strawberry fool?
*
All can become one body if
one common loaf is shared.
He said, ‘This is my body. Eat,’
and offered common bread.
Two can be joined together when
they share a common bed.
Christ the human form divine
the bridegroom and his bride.
She is the city, beautiful
and hearing every need,
where every tear is wiped away,
all want the common good.
*
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Dreamscaped by long imagination
this metaphor, utopia, state of grace
urges change required, the transformation
of unjust structures, all that they deface.
Quite unrefined, a criminal, and he
enjoyed his grub, he had the common touch,
the mythic metamorphosis of such
material of common humanity.
Perhaps that can never be achieved:
we are so mixed. But feelings of it shine
in common or garden London every day,
accomplished work, love given and received,
both build cities: what is yours is mine
in times of happiness, pure poetry.
*
God the idea of the good
becoming commonplace,
residing in the human breast,
the city and the house.
Nothing supernatural then
for it has been dispersed
in nature − with its humankind
together the whole Christ.
Eternity in common time,
not always, here and there.
Common measure this refrain
and this is common prayer.
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Michael Jennings
On a Wing and a Prayer
I’m coming home
like a bomber back from a mission −
doubt still burning from the conflict,
memory shot to pieces,
fuselage barely hanging together
and, with the old ticker spluttering,
hoping, before it packs up,
to land without doing further damage.
As for the de-briefing
what kind of report can I give
other than to say,
it didn’t all go badly
but that I’d never quite worked out
the co-ordinates between
heaven and earth.

Transﬁguration
Walking back from the altar
the wedding march rumbles into life
and beauty is thrown into the mixer −
Miss scrawny-buck-tooth-goggle-eye,
magnet of cruel jokes, pity of the pious,
on the arm of her fat, ungainly groom,
has from within some force burning off
every blemish and every misshapen feature
like fire transforms remnants of a demolished house
and so, with those around it, lights up the night.
Turned backs, shut doors, ridicule and failure
have scythed all pride from her suffering soul
and now a miraculous innocence shines back
unable to offer anything but gratitude and delight.
62
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India Russell
e Curve in the Road
I see it now
The curve in the road where we had stopped,
The quiet inn and swooping swallows,
The view of distant hills
It seemed as though we had stepped out
Beyond the clamour of the daily world
Into a fairy tale,
We’ll come back, we said,
Stay at the inn and find
Ourselves again
We never did return.

Roy Davids
For Sydney Hickmet
It was a day of late warmth
on upturned youthful faces;
open smiles, greyceful eyes.
A cranberry sunset glowed
through the etched lines
of autumn trees, retinal
veins seen in a beam.
It was a day of simple joys,
of joys fixed by flying free.
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Lynne Hjelmgaard
e Burning Tree
Where it will stand until it falls down decorated with flowers.
Where the families line up on the side of the road in their
town clothes: men in shirts, ties and jackets, women in
straw hats and long dresses.
Where the mother tries to comfort her remaining son.
Where the grandson tries to comfort the grandmother.
Where no one should have to suffer so.
Where we saw the smoke trail on top of the mountain and we
thought they were
burning garbage again or we thought it was the freighter that
ran aground again.
Where they’ve blocked the road and no more cars coming.
Where the swaggering police tell all the cars to turn around.
Where you take the long road up the steeps they call The
Elevator instead of the long curvy flat road along the
coast where they drive too fast.
Where further out the water becomes turquoise becomes
green and the blue turns into shadows that move up the
hill and the patterns fly downwards to touch the reef
to touch the grieving families by the side of the road.
Where they make their graves above the ground like small
huts covered with wreaths of yellow, blue and pink
carnations.
Where the pelicans circle closer to the place where the men
were shot in their car under the burning tree.
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Michael Newman
e Ice-Man
Bequeathed by ice,
A face younger than yesterday,
Older than five thousand years.
Trapped by unexpected snow,
The hunter-gatherer
Became fugitive,
Seeking an impossible way back
By routes unfamiliar
And yet all too familiar.
His foes: sleep and fear.
Fingers ice-lumped,
Eyes pinched out.
No mountain guide,
No base camp cheer.
Ambered in glacier,
He is imago,
History’s prize specimen.
* * *
Yet when they raise
His body,
They lay-on hands,
As if in ritual.
Who would deny this man,
This contemporary of Adam,
A taste of the divine,
Though his gods were elemental,
And not of risen flesh?
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Jeremy Young
e Mirror of Silence
“Words are the part of silence that can be spoken” (Jeanette
Winterson)
In the beginning the Big Bang:
the inexpressible lightness of being
born from the infinite mass of silence.
The aftershock of creation
wrapped around a core of silence:
a human being.
Before the first word
a mother’s heartbeat,
between each pulse
a moment pregnant with silence.
Words are the mirror of silence:
silence speaking to the ears of silence.
When we neglected to climb
the staircase of silence
our tongues were divided.
When too much has been left unsaid
silence is the ice
in the winter of the heart.
How few remember the silence
from where true words come.
Silence is the mirror
in which our souls appear
the right way around.
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APPROACH TO POETRY – 4:
BEYOND ALIENATION
COLIN MOSS
In the last essay in this series (Acumen 55) I explained how the awareness
of the transcendent, and the belief in it, faded over time, leading
eventually to the concept and reality of alienation that appeared so
strongly during the twentieth century.1 That development has now turned,
and the sources of vision are again opening to us. A few examples of this
in modern poetry were given in a further essay in Scintilla 13.2 It is now
time to lay a foundation for understanding how this change in the
awareness of the transcendent will contribute to the poetics of the future.
Although this will be based on my own experience (which means it will
be full of faults and limitations), I hope to show how we can start to
understand the limits of our awareness, to deepen it, and see how
inspiration may lead us beyond what seem to be its boundaries.
Inspiration is a type of vision, and takes us beyond the limits of
physical perception. Wordsworth, one of the last great poetic visionaries
to have lived before the lowest point of the great descent into a world
apparently emptied of meaning, described how he experienced the
transcendent in these words:
…that blessed mood
In which the burthen of the mystery
In which the heavy and the weary weight
Of all this unintelligible world
Is lightened:– that serene and blessed mood,
In which the affections gently lead us on, –
Until, the breath of this corporeal frame
And even the motion of our human blood
Almost suspended, we are laid asleep
In body, and become a living soul:
While with an eye made quiet by the power
of harmony, and the deep power of joy,
We see into the life of things.3
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That this is again possible is one of the great revolutions of our
age; the new revelation of the transcendent.
Revelation takes place in human consciousness, and to grasp what
revelation is about, we have to look at the two fundamental aspects of
consciousness that underlie all others – the difference between inner and
outer experience; the inner life of thought on the one hand, and the
experience of the senses on the other. To understand this difference, we
have to examine the two separately; we will then be able to see that sense
experience is of itself nothing but a disconnected chaos. That may at first
seem a nonsensical statement, but we have to bear in mind that it is our
habitual thoughts and understanding that give coherence to what we see
– if we suddenly see something that makes no sense to us whatsoever, we
actually have no idea what we have seen. A real example may help to
illustrate this. Many years ago, I entered a familiar basement flat and
looked out of the window; and some time later looked out of it again.
What was singular about this experience was that between my first
observation and the second, about fifteen minutes later, I had absolutely
no idea what I had seen the first time. The second time I looked, I had a
concept of what I might be seeing, and so I then saw, and understood for
the first time, what was outside the window – a flood, completely covering
the garden. Without the idea, what the eye sees is patterns of form and
colour, and no more. I would have been totally unable, until the second
time I looked, to say anything at all about what I saw the first time. It
had no meaning or coherence – just patterns without meaning. That is
the reality of sense perception, it is a disconnected mass of sensation, while
thoughts appear inwardly as a unifying point of self-awareness, within
which we develop understanding. The anchoring of the two together is
both the characteristic and the accomplishment of the human being.
We are fundamentally and helplessly split into beings that have
a disconnected experience of the outer world through the senses, and an
inner life of (more or less) conscious thought. Our understanding of this
dualism has a long development behind it – the concept of the separation
between inner and outer worlds derives from Plato,4 and has played a
major role in much Western philosophy. It is particularly prominent in
the views of Kant, whose philosophy identifies our experience of the
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external world as the world of ‘appearances’, behind which lies their actual
reality – described as the ‘things in themselves’. Kant views the thought
as an inner activity that has no direct connection with any “outer”
meaning – the ‘things in themselves’ lie behind the appearances, and as
such, are unreachable, unknowable.5 If we take that view, then we are
irresistibly led to the reality of alienation – the inner life, the inner
awareness, has apparently no access to any reality ‘behind’ the outer sense
perceptions, and seems to have only its own thoughts to explain its
experience. Whether or not we emphasise the reality of the inner
experience, as did the German philosophical tradition,6 or tend to focus
on the reality of the outer world, an empiricism rooted in an instinctive
feeling for the reality of externals, that has (with notable exceptions)
tended to dominate philosophy and life generally in Britain, there remains
a basic problem of doubt. Either we are uncertain about the reality of the
outer world, and see it as representation only, as Maya, or we are uncertain
about the reality of the inner world, seeing it as purely subjective. Both
are positions of fundamental doubt, and for much of Western humanity,
who do see the world in terms of the duality of mind and matter,7 this
doubt has sunk deeply into the common psyche. These thoughts and this
doubt are far from being an abstract and philosophical irrelevance. This
is, expressed in philosophical terms, the source of the great abyss of the
twentieth century, the alienation that was described in emotional terms
so powerfully by Samuel Beckett. The experience remains a reality for
many in the twenty first century.
The twentieth century saw two developments in human
consciousness that indicate a pivotal time for future development. Firstly
the fact that some human beings were able to face up fully to the
emotional reality of that abyss, and did not lose either their own selves,
or hope for the future. Secondly, that new visions have already opened,
to a few, which not only justifies hope, but forms the first steps on its
fulfilment. This presents a challenge to Kantian dualism, at least in the
form in which it is popularly understood in the English speaking world,8
and so to grasp what is happening, an alternative understanding has to
be sought. Leading figures of the Romantic movement, such as Novalis,
Goethe, Rilke, Blake, and Coleridge, certainly did have a holistic view of
reality, but it is hard to find an understanding, expressed with
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philosophical rigour, that accepts and resolves the basic dualism of Plato,
without the fundamental doubt about our own consciousness that is
inherent in Kant’s unknowables. Schopenhauer tried to address the
problem, but his solution has not been widely understood or accepted;
nor can it address the emerging phenomenon of transcendent experience.
As far as I am aware, a resolution of both of these questions can only be
found in the philosophy of Rudolf Steiner.9 Starting from a deep
understanding of Goethe’s scientific approach,10 he did not insist on the
primacy of either the inner or outer life, but valued both equally. He was
able to dispense with the unknowable ‘things in themselves’, and with
them the very seed-thoughts of alienation. A view that can do this is not
just an interesting philosophy, but potentially world-changing; although
presented in the context of philosophy, it provides the seed-thoughts that
can help us to lift ourselves out of the abyss.
In this way of looking at the world, if we have seen a rose, then
what we have seen with our eyes is the outer manifestation of the rose;
while what we understand inwardly through thought is what Plato called
the ‘form’ or ‘idea’ of the rose .11 To get a picture of this, consider that
once a living thing dies, it becomes dead organic matter, and is consumed
by the scavengers of nature – the slugs, insects, fungi. Its physical form is
disintegrated, and disappears. So there must be something, that while the
plant is alive, keeps it growing, and keeps it growing in the form of that
type of plant. This is the ‘idea’ of the rose, which determines its
manifestation into the shapes and patterns of rose leaves and flowers (and
not, for instance, into the shape of nettles or cabbages). This is not a
passive idea, (which is what we normally mean by that word), but an idea
that is also a force, working in the external world, which makes the rose
what it is. If we have understood how a rose grows, then the concept ‘rose’
is itself the ‘idea’ that we ‘see’, in our inner world. In this philosophy,
reality is all one; it is only the way we are forced to experience it outwardly
(in our sense perception) and inwardly (in our thought) that separates it.
Think back to the example of the flood; the part of the world that we
experience through the senses is an incomplete version of reality, until we
again render it whole by ‘seeing’ the other half through thought. This
philosophy overcomes the fundamental uncertainty described by Kant,
that has so deeply affected modern consciousness, and is also able to
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encompass the possibility of transcendent experience. It does the latter by
considering such experience as perceptions, as the result of a development
of perception beyond the bounds of the material senses.12
But whichever philosophy we choose, in practical terms we are
still placed into the world in the same way, with our immediate experience
of ourselves as divided beings; with an inner and outer life. These two
sides constitute the normal limits of human awareness. However, those
who have experienced real poetic inspiration, or intimations of realities
beyond the threshold in other ways, know well that life is not made up
solely of material sense impressions, and the thoughts and emotions that
result from them. There are many examples of poetry coming to poets
through inspiration, perhaps as ready-made words or stanzas, such as
happened to Vernon Watkins.13 Such experiences are not part of the
poetry of the soul, of its ideas and thoughts from the workaday life, its
statements, conversations, soliloquies, questions, or the playthings we have
made from the linguistic flotsam of the day. The poetry of inspiration is
different, even if only one word in the poem can be considered inspired,
what lies behind that word and its context is of a different nature. The
type of poetry that comes from inspiration can emerge without warning,
and be as subtle as the scent of wild roses in the hedgerow, coming
unexpectedly into our awareness, or as startling as a sudden glimpse of an
uncaged tiger moving across the lawn. Inspiration is a challenge to our
normal lives, and can reveal something beyond the paper-thin though
generally impenetrable walls that we call its boundaries.
Poetic inspiration is a problem of perception. Perception is a broader
term than perception of the material senses – as Blake put it, ‘man’s
perceptions are not bounded by organs of perception; he perceives more
than sense (tho’ ever so acute) can discover’.14 To understand inspiration,
we have to broaden our concept of perception. As well as thoughts and
sense perceptions, we also have emotions. They are not thoughts, and can
be considered as a type of perception, though obviously quite different
from sense perception. Poetic inspiration in the fullest sense lies in the
medium of the emotions, and is the received perception of another (higher
or lower) reality. Therein lies the reason for our fear of it. At times, and if
powerful enough, it can invade the soul despite all else, but to become
more sensitive to it requires a training of the soul to listen to its emotional
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language. The only route for the receiving of this inspiration is to hold
fast to perception, without intruding our own preconceptions, or
memories; in fact to hold back our own thoughts. The development of
the strength to hold this inner silence, if only for brief periods, is the
development not of the poets own voice, the voice of the personality, but
the development of the ability to hear something more. The development
of the ability to listen attentively and put down the initial words is, of
course, quite separate from the development of the poetic craft.
Our comprehension and consciousness is however not well
equipped for any world except the sense world, which as a rule dominates
our awareness, so poetic inspiration and other forms of vision can tend
to arise in more unusual conditions. It could be an unexpected stillness,
or a minor dislocation of normal awareness caused by external events.
Hence the concept of ‘waiting for the Muse’; we cannot force an entry
beyond the boundaries of normal perception. Nor can we see anything
more than glimpses, until we have both prepared ourselves to receive such
mysteries, and been judged ready to have them revealed to us. Patience is
all, as Rilke says.15 What however can happen, is that we can be given
brief visions or inspirations, brief moments of a higher awareness, when
earthly reality becomes suddenly transparent, when for instance the eyes
of a bird can become a window into another and wider world. Such
glimpses of the transcendent are not explicable in the language and ideas
that we already have, fitted as they are largely for the tangible world, but
we can nonetheless start to express and capture something of those fleeting
revelations through the medium of poetry. In fact, it can be the very act
of writing them down, even though it may not be done immediately, that
can bring the experience fully into our conscious awareness. Without that
hook to retrieve them, the experience can readily be lost in the surging
currents of daily life and the depths of unconscious memory – which is I
suspect where many such glimpses end up. That memories of such
glimpses from our early life can be long forgotten, but awakened, was
described briefly in my essay on Kenneth Grahame,16 and Wordsworth,
Henry Vaughan and Thomas Traherne also described such memories.
The way forward has to be found through such perceptions –
through a new vision, which is opening to those who ask for meaning,
and are prepared to seek it. We should not be afraid of the word vision,
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or to seek for it with an open mind. The world is riddled with charlatans
and crazy ideas, but that does not imply that meaning is not to be found,
merely that we have to be careful in seeking it, balancing an openness to
experience with a healthy scepticism, and a recognition that we have to
make our own judgements. The development of poetry into the future
will be found by cultivating the right conditions for inspired perception.
This can be approached in one of two separate ways. Neither are accessible
without effort. The first lies in the penetration through sense experience
to find meaning; the second in the deepening of inner thought experience
itself. Both of these represent a move towards wholeness, and have a
common direction, which is that whether we start from outer sense
perception or thoughts, the aim is the development of what we might call
spiritual senses, the means of spiritual perception.
Let us look first at the development starting from the normal sense
perceptions. The poem that comes through the outer world is primarily
one of memory; the experience is recollected in tranquillity.17 From the
memory pictures a feeling arises. This feeling may be subtle, or very strong
– it tells us that there is some further significance in this remembered
experience, something meaningful in it that transcends the reality of (say)
a calf lowing in a barn. Everyday thought might lead us quite naturally
(and healthily) to reflect on the farm, or how farming has changed, and
some poetry certainly is written like this, based on thought content.
Where inspiration is concerned, however, the possibility of a further
significance is only reached by an emotional reaction to what was seen. It
is important to say here that emotions, just as much as thoughts, can be
earthbound and trivial, or sentimental and undiscriminating. We have
habitual emotions as much as habitual thoughts. But emotions can also
carry more subtle intimations, and we can learn to perceive this subtlety
in them. Generally it is scarcely possible to express this in language, firstly
because the language is not fitted to express it, but secondly because we
have such a tenuous grasp on the perception of that other reality, like our
memory of dreams, that thoughts tend to obscure rather than illuminate
it; our ideas are too often the enemies of perception, and in starting to
think we have lost the ability to perceive. It is therefore necessary to hold
back the thoughts – unless we can do that, we will go nowhere; we have
to learn, first, to just see. Only then can the world, and the Muses, give
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you their gifts, their reality. Only then can you see the world as it really
is. Edward Falconer expresses a related thought: ‘Those who have retained
the child’s ability to see the world as it is, purely and without reference to
its possible effect upon themselves, are the poets and artists’.18 Goethe
goes further: “Every new object, clearly seen, opens up a new organ of
perception in us”.19 But cultivation of perception is not easy – “How
difficult it is, though, to refrain from replacing the thing with its sign, to
keep the object alive before us instead of killing it with the word”.20
The faculty of perception that Goethe developed is cultivated on
the outward path, and it is this path which seems to me to be the most
obviously relevant for the poet and for our time. The close observation,
free from pre-existing ideas, that is the starting point of Goethean plant
study, is a good training in observation and thought control, and much
recommended.21 Study of the natural world, and the wonder at it, with
the awakening of conscience and responsibility that it leads to, is, if we
can go beyond the immediate pleasure, and cultivate impartial
observation, free of preconceptions, one of the forces that will eventually
lead us to vision and the long road to wisdom.
The inner path is a very different thing – here we take a start
from stillness, from contemplation, from a quiet and powerful immersion
in thought meditation, thought that we have considered deeply, maybe
for short periods, or weeks, or months. This creates the space in which
the inspired thought can appear. What characterises the inner path in
poetry is that it seeks an inner inspiration, one that has not been seeded
by an experience of the day, but thought which is itself an inward
experience, that floods through us as thought accompanied by emotion,
as inner realities. The words and pictures that have to be used to express
this of course refer largely in their literal meanings to outer realities, but
are actually attempts to describe the inner experience. The words and
pictures used to express the experience do not explain its origin, because,
like any perception, its origin is itself, so to speak; we are dealing with an
emotional spring that bubbles into our consciousness, whose actual source
is invisible to us. Outer experience is an irrelevant distraction, and equally,
rational thought, if allowed to intervene, will generally only channel the
spring into an irrigation system for our habitual inner agriculture,
irrigating our tedious rows of preconceptions. We are dealing with a
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situation where words do not so much mean (with their thought content),
as suggest (with their emotional content). The real task is to inwardly
experience the emotional spring and express the primal nature of its force
and quality – what the water of the spring is, rather than what we can do
with it. It is not necessarily pleasurable, it can be frightening; what breaks
in on us has to be experienced in its own right, and I would not pretend
that opening ourselves to an emotional spring is easy.
What was said earlier about the quieting of the thoughts to receive
inspiration is just as relevant on the inner path. At first sight, this might
seem to be a contradiction, but it is not so if we bear in mind that human
beings are free in their thoughts; we can think thoughts that do not
correspond with realities, this is our freedom. But correspondingly, if we
are to receive into our awareness realities beyond our previous experience,
or at least thoughts of such realities, then our own thought must first be
trained to be able to concentrate fully on one thought, and then, of our
own conscious control, be stilled; this creates the space where inspiration
may enter. This is necessary irrespective of the route by which the
inspiration comes.
It is essential to realise that the path of poetry towards inspiration is
a path of self development, a path of spiritual development. Any such
path has to be taken consciously and seriously, and we cannot afford to
lose our self control in states of trance or what is called “channelling”.
This applies not just to poets but to everyone. Self development has its
risks, strength is necessary to retain our self control, and there are times
when we will need very real courage to face the unseen. Nor is rational or
moral judgement to be excluded from our lives simply because we are able
to temporarily suspend the making of judgements to appreciate the
immediacy of an experience; the strength of the soul to be open to
experience on the one hand and retain a healthy hold on normal life on
the other, must be maintained. There are real dangers here; the soul must
not be overwhelmed with its own emotions, or have any tendency to lose
itself in abstractions or fantasy. In this respect, it is actually a good thing
to retain a healthy scepticism as a part of rational judgement; we can be
open to new possibilities without being either dismissive or gullible.
Healthy human judgement has to be used to distinguish between a vision
and a hallucination. Equally important is the development of inner
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strength, which has to go hand in hand with the openness to emotional
reality – to follow a path of inner development it is necessary to develop
more inner strength than is necessary in normal life. The moral judgement
has also to be enhanced to deal with an enhanced sensitivity; and as hinted
earlier on, there are both higher and lower realities beyond the threshold
of normal consciousness – evil does not exist solely in the physical world.
I do not pretend for a minute to be an expert in these things, and it is
most important to seek capable guidance. There seems to be far more
advice around than wisdom in these matters; choose carefully. I only have
one recommendation for a trustworthy source, which is a study of Rudolf
Steiner’s work, in particular Knowledge of higher worlds – how is it
attained?22 It would be irresponsible to pretend that the dangers can be
treated lightly, it is essential to become inwardly strong, and to hold on
to common sense and keep our feet on the ground, even when our head
is in the clouds.
To conclude: the way of the senses, and the way of contemplation,
are the two starting points of a journey that can eventually lead us to wider
realities. It is through such conscious journeys that we can prepare for
inspiration to come, should it so choose. After that, it is up to us; how
well we can capture the essence of that inspiration, and how skilled we
can become at the craft of expressing it in the poem. And whilst self
expression is a necessary part of learning to express any reality to others,
which we need to develop, what is most valuable lies in what is not self,
what has, in however small a way, its source in the transcendent. Once
written, the poem is part of the manifest world, but its greatest value lies
in its expression of that which is beyond the phenomena, that which feeds
into our imagination from the creative world of being. That world is
normally invisible to us, in our desert of the intellect and the senses, where
we are in danger of spiritually dying of thirst for that which is all around
us. We need to learn to see and hear it, and have the strength to open
ourselves to it; but let us be clear – those are the tasks of a lifetime. They
are however essential; the consciousness of the external world and the
intellect has also been essential, and still is, but to find our way forward
on the road of our self-awakening, we need to find the springs of new life;
in terms of the future of poetry, to enhance our powers of soul and spirit,
that inspiration will find us ready to play a part in developing a poetry
of the future
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Notes:

1 The term alienation was first introduced by Hegel in the nineteenth century.
2 ‘The gates of wonder in childhood and the future’, Scintilla 13, 2009.
3 ‘Lines composed a few miles above Tintern Abbey’, 1798
4 “one class of things [the many] we say can be seen but not thought, while the ideas
can be thought but not seen” Plato, Republic, VI 507b, trans. Paul Shorey. Plato, the
collected Dialogues, Ed. Hamilton & Cairns, Princeton University Press, 1963, p742.
5 “Things are given to us as objects of our senses, existing outside us, but we know
nothing of what they are in themselves; all we know are their appearances, i.e. the
representations they cause in us by affecting our senses”. Kant, Prolegomena to any
Future Metaphysics, trans. Jonathan Bennett 2010, section 13, note II, p45. See
www.earlymoderntexts. com/pdf/kantprol.pdf.
6 “For the German mind, as for the Indian ... the mind is primary ... for the
predominant British tradition, on the other hand, things are the other way round ...
the external world and the objects which constitute it are taken to be given and fixed
realities”. Preface to Inward lies the Way”, Stephen Cross and Jack Herbert, Temenos
Academy 2008.
7 “Cartesian dualism [of mind and matter] ... has become built into the whole of
Western man’s way of looking at things”. Bryan Magee, The Great Philosophers, BBC
Books 1987, p.86.
8 In the English speaking world, thought is typically seen as subjective. This includes
the increasingly popular view, encouraged by scientific materialism, that sees thought
as no more than an effect of electrical activity in the neurons of the brain.
9 There are three principal philosophical works – A theory of knowledge implicit in
Goethe’s world conception, The Philosophy of Freedom, Riddles of Philosophy. Available
from Rudolf Steiner Press. Steiner always said that The Philosophy of Freedom was his
most important work.
10 Steiner, when quite young, was asked to take on the major task of editing Goethe’s
scientific writings.
11 In Platonic studies the words “Form” and “Idea” are both used with this special
meaning. It is somewhat different to the normal English use of the word. “He meant
by these a kind of object independent of the mind, with which the mind could become
acquainted, and not anything merely mental (i.e. existing solely in the mind).” R M
Hare, Plato, Oxford 1982, p.31.
12 This coincides exactly with Blake’s view (see later note).
13 Watkins was inspired with the words for a number of his poems, but in particular
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“Griefs of the Sea”, which came to him whole. Discussed by his widow Gwen Watkins
in an interview with Rowan Williams, broadcast on Radio 4 in 2012.
14 William Blake, There is no natural religion, 1788, in Blake’s Complete Writings,
Ed. G Keynes, Oxford 1972.
15 Rainer Maria Rilke, “Letters to a young poet”, trans. M. D. Herter Norton, Norton
1993, p. 30.
16 ‘Kenneth Grahame and the vision of childhood’, in Temenos Academy Review 10,
2008.
17 The tranquillity Wordsworth mentions refers to the poet who is remembering; it
does not, (as I have heard it misunderstood), refer to the memory itself, or the act of
its remembering
18 Edward Falconer, ‘On seeing reality’, Temenos Academy Review 8. The examples he
quotes from Ruskin and Thoreau are also material to my point.
19 Goethe, trans Jeremy Naydler, Goethe on Science, Floris 1996, p.102. From
‘Significant help’, Bedeutende Fordernis, 1823, HA 13.41-42.
20 Ibid, p. 33. From ‘Theory of Colour’, part 5 section 751, HA 13.322-23.
21 Plant observation cannot be appreciated theoretically, and has to be learnt
practically, ideally in a group with an experienced leader, but this may not be easy for
many to find. Neither is it easy to find introductory written works. It is in Steiner’s
work and that of his followers that most information can be found. Goethe’s original
monograph is available from Floris books, but is not so easy to digest. There are some
resources on the web – the best short piece I have discovered is ‘Goethean observation
as a form of phenomenology’, at philosophyoffreedom.com.
22 One of Steiner’s basic works, Rudolf Steiner Press, continuously in print. It must
be made clear that in this essay I have used the term “inspiration” to refer to
transcendent experience in general. In Steiner’s work he goes into much more specific
detail about spiritual experience, and uses the terms Imagination, Inspiration, and
Intuition, with very specific meanings.
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Patrick Osada
Blackthorn
Our blackthorn has been wonderful this year,
each hedge I passed seemed blanketed in snow.
The trees, like white sails, billowed over lanes
and verges... and the celandines’ bright show.
A gusting wind sprang up to shake the hedge,
bending the trees to rock them to and fro,
releasing blossom in a blizzard fall,
surprising horse and rider just below.
As drifts of snow-white petals filled the lane
the parting clouds revealed a watery sun;
although the signs of Spring were in the air,
the cold wind warned that Winter’s not yet done...
Now, seasons on, the hedge bears blue-black sloes,
As bitter as that wind from long ago.
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Norman Buller
Ballades for Autumn
1
Yellowed fingers play
on an unseen instrument:
wind in autumn trees.
Rose-blush streaks across
the pale, almost turquoise sky:
an autumn sunset.
The first to undress
for her coming whiter sleep:
autumn damson tree.
2
Tall green sentinels,
all wearing yellow helmets:
roadside autumn trees.
Grey battalions
on the move eastward: night clouds
in late October.
A green arc slowly
flecking into gold: autumn
takes the wooded hill.
3
Folds of green and brown
softly dimming before dusk:
mellow autumn hills.
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Petals of dark blood
spangled along reaching arms:
autumn copper beech.
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Orange herd drifting
across a blue plain: sunset
in an autumn wind
4
Thin, white, spiky strokes
brushed quickly on blue canvas:
autumn cirrus clouds.
Bronze travellers in
line, trekking over the hill’s
brow: trees in autumn.
Globes of tawny green
sway in a strong breeze, then fall:
October apples.

Seán Street

Late Harvest
I remember noticing the blood moon.
I’ve wondered since could it be that as you
walked home together down habitual lanes
and an owl’s ghost fluted out from the copse,
circumstance helped single the day? Who knows?
Who can tell how ordinary moments
unlock such irrevocable page-turns
as the agreed understanding between
you granted permission that night, saying –
perhaps wordlessly − enough is enough?
Note : The blood moon, also known as the hunter’s moon, is the first full moon
after the harvest moon, the full moon nearest the autumnal equinox.
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Keith Parker
Water Cycle.
Oozing, an infant pool, sprawling,
swampy, clarts, no direction.
Then the trickle takes you,
momentum, gravity’s guggle controls your cut.
You are the rill, the runnel, on the margins
your flow and spurtle guided by ditch or rock
Until with beck and burn you swash like youths
to form a stream that now has splashy swagger.
Becomes an obstacle, the arguing cataract,
the daredevil force, cascade and waterfall,
riving at stones that seek to rule your torrential flow,
drinking to excess rainfall in the flood.
Now, as river with adult strength, you pour
in downward reaches, mirroring times flow but slowing
as you cut the bend, asserting your meandering self
you sweep away the ford, detour the land route
towards your liquid road, demanding ferry,
weir, jetty and the respectful bridge.
Strong enough now to dry the land and carry
effluent and barge. An eco and industrial world
flowing through marsh channel and mud flat,
power station, factory, docks, pier.
So strong you fight the sea where you exchange
determining current for moon pull, wind scourge,
rejoining the cycle of our liquid world.
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Patricia Griﬃn
Déjà vu
In the stillness of morning
time pauses − caught
between distorted shadows and long rays of the sun.
It creeps along a silk thread joining
roses with honeysuckle-bine −
their scent fills pockets of years, meanwhile
time idles, leans on a wall of the house.
In the heat of day, time
bounces off concrete paving,
disappears into a swirl of dust around sheds
at a wharf with a stench of rubber and oil;
snakes like the ropes around bollards, waits
for a ship to return.
In the quiet of evening time lingers
on a jetty, water slap-slapping at its sides;
the sky’s neither blue nor black
and through the haze a ferryman drifts
across ripples of light and dark patches.
At night, time hangs
on the door like a coat,
it snicks open a crack;
a knife-edge of light slices
into boxes, secrets are exposed
as present mixes with past,
until the sun chases the darkness –
and in the stillness of morning
time pauses...
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Jennie Osborne
Under Cover
The skies were hurling themselves to earth
wearing the grey that’s needed
to make green.
Small birds huddled on the ridge-tiles.
We made a nest of cowshed stone,
used cloud as a duvet.
Rain pulled down a blind
between us and the world
of four-by-fours and mobile signals
as we lost sight of hours
mislaid whole days, experienced
a blurring of our edges
following the body’s compass
to find ourselves
old enough to be children
discovering laughter in all we held
to be most serious, most fragile.
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Bridget omasin
e Sound of Falling Snow
Rain travels across
the skin washing the colour
of darkness into the earth.
Treading on shadows we move
through a time of waiting,
listening for a moment
when the sounds
of water and falling leaves
give way to the whiteness
of snow gathering
through the night.

What Will Be ere
Will I be foxglove and willowherb
where now the low growing
web of stonecrop and trefoil
mesh together holding life in place.
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TALKING WITH CIARAN CARSON
Words: JP O’ Malley
.. On Paris and Belgium, writing poems that would reflect how he had
“[made] himself a seer through a long, prodigious, and rational
disordering of all the senses.”
The end result was a manuscript that Arthur Rimbaud − then just
21 years old − would hand to his former lover, Paul Verlaine, on the
occasion of their last meeting in Stuttgart in 1875. Illuminations, the book
of poems that Verlaine eventually published in 1886, would turn out to
be one of the masterpieces of world literature, and a precursor for much
of the modernist poetry in the 20th century.
In April 2012, Ciaran Carson was approached by the National
University of Ireland to reinterpret some versions of those Rimbaud’s
poems. His words were to accompany an art exhibition at Maynooth
University.
Within a week, Carson found he had enough material to make an
entire collection. In The Light Of displays twenty-two verse interpretations, as well as three prose versions, of the prose poems from Rimbaud’s
Illuminations.
Carson begins our conversation by explaining how “literal meaning”
can be a problematic phrase when it comes to translations of poetry.
“The temptation with Rimbaud’s Illuminations − because the pieces
are ostensibly in prose − is to render them more or less word for word,
thus ignoring their music. But the more you examine them, and read the
French aloud, you can see that the prose has metre, and occasional rhyme
embedded in it.”
“Any translations I had read of Illuminations hitherto, seemed flat,
so I decided to rewrite them in the rhyming couplets of the classical
French alexandrine. I wanted Rimbaud’s dreamlike imagery to rhyme,
chime, and echo: to make some kind of music to my ear,“ says Carson.
By transforming the majority of Rimbaud’s prose poems into verse,
Carson says he became particularly aware of the musicality and cadence,
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which Rimbaud embodied in the original work.
Much of the imagery in Illuminations dichotomizes both the awe
and disgust Rimbaud discerned in the 19th century city. Should we see
what he was trying to express in these poems, as both his horror, and
fascination with the modern metropolis, and how capitalism destroys the
nature it makes profit from?
“I don’t know if “express” is the right word for what Rimbaud was
doing; that word implies that the poet begins with some kind of manifesto
which he then illustrates in poetry. The poems are visceral reactions: they
come out in their own weird and zany logic. In retrospect, we can read
some of them as critiques of industrial society. Rimbaud was fiercely antirespectability, and took a certain delight in squalor, therefore his reactions
to the horror and opulence of cities is indeed complicated.”
In The Light Of is one of many translation projects Carson has
undertaken. In 1998 he published adaptations of sonnets by Rimbaud,
Baudelaire, and Mallarmé, in The Alexandrine Plan. While His version of
Dante’s Inferno in 2002 was awarded the Oxford Weidenfeld Translation
Prize.
Carson admits that the art of translation is often diminished if one
takes a literal word for word approach.
“When reinventing, one must find another spin on the language.
It’s more a renegotiation, perhaps, than a reinvention. Besides the music
of the matter, there is the fact that words apparently similar, can carry
different cultural gravities in different languages.”
To appreciate where this love of languages originates, tracing the
trajectory of its acquisition might be a good place to start.
Carson was born in 1948, in a house in Raglan Street, off the Falls
Road in Belfast.
“We spoke Irish before English, which I later learned off the street,”
says Carson. “Increasingly, it does seem that this bilingual upbringing
does matter. My name is a paradigm of opposition: Ciaran, very Irish,
meaning little dark-haired one, and Carson, the same name as the putative
founding father of the state of Northern Ireland.”
Carson says he is grateful for the gift this double entendre has
bequeathed to him as a poet.
“We can never be wholly one thing or another, and ambiguity is
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essential to all poetry. Any proper poem divulges different meanings at
different times. Even one’s own poems, which we think we know, mean
different things each time we read them.”
The inflections of speech, and peculiar rhythms of the Irish language
have greatly influenced much of Carson’s poetry to date, he says.
“I think that Irish lies at the back of everything I write in English. I
am very attached to the art of sean-nós singing in Irish. Often those kind
of melodies are in my head, informing what I write.”
I refer Carson to the poem “Dresden”, from his collection, The Irish
for No, where he writes: “Horse Boyle was called Horse Boyle because of
his brother Mule;/ Though why Mule was called Mule is anybody’s guess.”
He tells me he wrote the poem at a time when he was deeply
immersed in playing and learning music: an experience which took him
on rambles around various parts of Ireland.
“The speaking voices in that collection were − to some extent −
based on the storytelling of the late John Campbell. What I loved in the
sessions I encountered was the fluid mix of music, song, chat, anecdote
and story, not to mention drinking.”
“It seemed there was no fixed line between those genres, or between
art and life. That was enormously refreshing and interesting to me, how
apparently ordinary speech can, within a couple of turns become a story,”
says Carson.
One last word so on the act of writing poetry. Where does Carson
feel the journey ends, when he finally puts the pen down?
“I don’t know if poetry does anything for one. It’s not about
exorcism. It’s not that kind of medium. One writes because one has to,
without any thought of what it is for, or even what it might imply. It’s
about looking into the language to see how it might apply. Apply to
what?”
“Perhaps it’s a matter of the questions. Poetry doesn’t have any
answers, but it does have lots of questions. It provides a questioning
dimension to our lives. Who we are is a mystery, but an interesting one,
and all we can do is to explore that as best as we can through language.”
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MEETING BASIL BUNTING
(February 1983, judging The Sotheby’s Poetry
Competition.)

ROY DAVIDS
Distinguished poet, aged 83. All this from notes I made at the time at
Ted Hughes’s Devon home: ‘Smokes 35 cigarettes, drinks a bottle of
whisky each day and is proud of it. There’s a splendid sweet-gruff
independence about the man whose catch-phrase is “To Hell with it.”
Bunting doesn’t have much conversation about him; his preference is for
monologues and once the record has started little or nothing will dislodge
the arm and stylus. But they are brilliantly timed, grammatically perfect
orations. He has a great fund of stories, can get them a little muddled,
with a tendency to repetition.
‘He clearly has a passion for young girls. He claimed that in America
this was well-known and mothers thrust them forward. In his
neighbourhood, he said, one such young girl was herself very direct:
“Basil, I suppose you have had a lot of girls.” “Yes, a few.” “Were many of
them young?” “Some”. “What’s the youngest you’ve had … I’m eleven.”
‘Another story, that of his mother’s death of cancer which struck
suddenly. Three weeks before, in her nineties, she was out doing the
shopping. He was sitting by her bed and only noticed that she had died
when he realised she had stopped turning the pages of the Agatha Christie
thriller she was reading.
‘Said he had been an anarchist in his younger days, but was later in
charge of British army intelligence in Persia. He related a tale of Spanish
anarchists who escaped from camps in Russia and killed everyone they
encountered so there would be no chance of any reports about them; and
then they did the same in Persia. Bunting interrogated them while they
were playing cards and made sure each of these arrested anarchists had a
soldier’s gun in his back.
‘Bunting got to know Pound through playing chess with him; and
also via Pound met W.B. Yeats at Rapallo in Italy where Pound was then
living. Bunting’s attitude to life is: how lucky he is with each new day that
provides a new opportunity for feeling how wonderful it is to be alive.
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Meeting Basil Bunting
He said he hadn’t written any poetry since he was 70 and thinks that a
man over that age is an “imbecile with nothing to contribute”. Says there’s
a fox in his own northern neighbourhood that calls on him and sniffs
round his kitchen – his house has no locks on the doors. There is a vixen
too that gets fed marmalade sandwiches by one of his neighbours. Ted
and I thought it a great privilege to have a fox come to call but Bunting
was not impressed at all and refused to feed it. Later he became amorous
towards the American poet Gwendolyn Brooks, another judge, in Ted’s
sitting room, insisting on giving her a kiss on the mouth. Then, at Michael
Morpurgo’s house, Bunting and Peggy, the poet Sean Rafferty’s wife, fell
for one another (she was well over 70). Said he, “My major poem was
written for a Peggy”, as if that made everything alright. By the end of the
evening they were cuddling and kissing and he was fondling her breasts.
‘Bunting brought up Ford Maddox Ford, whom he remembered as
being fat. He claimed that, as secretary to Ford, he wrote all Ford’s letters
to Joseph Conrad for one year and also made major revisions to one of
Ford’s books. Bunting liked T.S. Eliot though, but thought him over
formal. He also knew the Scottish poet Hugh MacDiarmid. One day in
a pub some workmen joined them and offered drinks. He and
MacDiarmid got home late and raging drunk, much to the disgust of
MacDiarmid’s wife.
‘The author of Briggflats claimed to love children, but not once they
were beyond their early teens. Ted’s cat Tyger had a very adverse reaction
to Bunting for some reason. Though he was probably not meaning to be
unkind with regard to myself, he said to me, “If you tell me your name I
shall have forgotten it in ten minutes.” One of the other judges of the
poetry competition, a fair-ground Fagin who was gratuitously nasty and
foul-mouthed, sat next to Bunting alternately saying to his face “Such
innocence you lovely old man”, and behind his back when he was out of
the room, “You nasty old bore, why don’t you shut up?”
Though fairly condensed, I hope these notes provide a brief glimpse
behind the scenesof one of the earliest of national poetry competitions in
this country.
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Benedict Newbery
Fifty shades of red
What’s the worst that can happen?
smiles exchanged
over books and tea,
the bill paid
and ready to leave
‘Can I ask
what you’re reading?’
She coloured: ‘Er... Why?’
The smile chased away
by a testy flick,
the cover flashed and
‘A friend recommended.
Told me to read it.’
That’s the last time I do that,
he said to himself as he left.
And I bet that’s the last time
she reads porn in a cafe,
his brother later remarked.
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IMAGES OF JOY AND SUFFERING
A Lucid Dreamer: The Life of Peter Redgrove by Neil Roberts. 341pp.
hardback, £30.
Collected Poems of Peter Redgrove. 496pp. hardback , £25. Both volumes
from Jonathan Cape, Random House, 20 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London
SW1V 2SA.
While many well-established poets throughout their writing lives continue
to release poems to the small magazines, Peter Redgrove was probably
unique in having many volumes published by both major trade publishers
like Cape or Secker and, at the same time, separate volumes from small
presses such as Stride or Poet & Printer. There are, of course, many poets,
both living and dead, whose publishing life began with a major trade
publisher like the late John Heath-Stubbs or Alan Brownjohn, but whose
subsequent poetry career was with a smaller, independent press. So the
first of the values that is to be gleaned from Neil Roberts’ very detailed
biography of Peter Redgrove is the reason for this unusual publishing
trajectory. As much as anything, the motive for this twin publishing arc
was the fact that Redgrove was unusually prolific. This is how Roberts,
drawing on some quotes, gives us the genesis of the publishing situation:
‘The book [Under the Reservoir] eventually published was
little more than half this size [25 poems out of a “final list” of 41
poems reduced by Redgrove from the original typescript of 468
pages (!) submitted to Robin Robertson, Secker’s and, later, Cape’s
poetry editor] and included only three poems that were not on
either Robertson’s short or longer list. Robertson asked Redgrove
if he felt “hard done by”, and Redgrove replied he was “happy and
proud of my Secker books” adding, however, “I feel a few more
pages might be more representative.”’
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And thus it was that ‘Peter continued to publish supplementary volumes
with Stride Press, run by Rupert Loydell, who by contrast with Robertson
liked poems that “allowed the reader to get into and wade around within
a subject”, poems with “a kind of obsession, a subject tackled from a
hundred viewpoints”. Redgrove began to think of these small press
publications as an “alternative stream” of his work.’
Speaking of ‘obsession’ or obsessive behaviour, A Lucid Dreamer is a
massive exploration of the obsessions – indeed obsessiveness – underlying
Redgrove’s poetry. It explores his sexual obsessions and a strange
‘perversion’ involving mud-bathing (which may have had coprophagistic
origins); his Jungian-informed psychology; and his non-religious,
visionary-based explorations.
Kathleen Raine, a frequent correspondent of his, was drawn to
Redgrove because she saw his work as a dramatic confirmation of her neoBlakean visionary views of what poetry, at its best, should be. But as the
biography makes clear, unlike Kathleen, his was no Christian-based vision.
Having known Kathleen Raine’s view of Redgrove’s work, for many years,
I know that they were both convinced Jungian’s – for Kathleen the
Archetype was the symbol of Truth – but she was more a Platonist and
Neo-Platonist: the philosophers being far more central to her ways of
thinking than to Redgrove’s; and Neil Robert’s biography could usefully
have explored this ‘difference’ between their outlooks more thoroughly.
I suggest this as a significant point in casting further light not only on the
separate creative worlds of Kathleen Raine and Peter Redgrove, but on
the creative and restrictive effect of the influence of The Group (much
discussed in the biography) upon Redgrove.
But, whatever view of that other restrictiveness exercised on trade
publication, as opposed to small press publication, Cape and Robin
Robertson, in allowing Neil Robert’s to edit this sumptuous Collected
Poems of Peter Redgrove, have certainly made amends to the latter’s ghost
with 328 poems. One of the best and most typical of Peter Redgrove’s
poems (with, I believe its unconscious echo of Wallace Stevens in its title)
is ‘The idea of Entropy at Maenporth Beach’; let me quote some of it:
A boggy wood as full of springs as trees.
Slowly she slipped into the muck.
It was a white dress she said, and that was not right.
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Leathery polished mud, that stank as it split.
It is a smooth white body, she said, and that is not right,
Not quite right; I’ll have a smoother,
Slicker body and my golden hair
Will sprinkle rich goodness everywhere.
So slowly she backed into the mud.
If it were a white dress, she said, with some little black,
Dressed with a little flaw, a smut, some swart
Twinge of ancestry, or if it were black
Since I am white, but – it’s my mistake.
So slowly she slunk, all pleated, into the muck…
Who is that negress running on the beach
Laughing excitedly with teeth as white
As the white waves kneeling, dazzled on the sands?...
Now I am all black and running in my richness
And knowing it a little I have learnt
It is quite wrong to be all white always…

This extraordinary poem is typical Redgrove in the electric vigour of its
words and imagery. It is interpreted – as so many of Redgrove’s poems are
– by Neil Roberts as possessed of, and by, a subtext related (by Roberts)
to ‘The Game’. This latter was the term used by Redgrove himself to refer
to his lifelong mud-bathing compulsion: a sort of OCD that could mean,
as I have suggested earlier ‘Obsessive Coprophagical Disorder’. But it is
hard not, also, to see/interpret a racial plea for the need for understanding
by white to empathise always with black, in the lines I have quoted.
There is much then going on in a Redgrove poem, as Neil Roberts
ably demonstrates. In both poetry and prose there was, for many years, a
wonderful collaborative-creative process between Redgrove and his second
wife, Penelope Shuttle. They became temporarily famous among the wider
audience (than poetry’s) for popular books with the publication of the
jointly-written The Wise Wound. But in terms of poetry their most notable
collaborative effort was the appositely-titled The Hermaphrodite Album
published in 1973. Of the poems drawn therefrom ‘The Snow-Shirt’ best
reflects, I feel, the Redgrove-Shuttle axis :
Shuttle: My chest is proffering
Two rosy bouquets,
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They prickle my shirt
There is a cold green square
Among houses…
Redgrove:

Both:

And a father leaning against
The heavy mantleshelf:
He is most elegant
In a shirt of deep frills,
The shirt is very white…
Now my father’s shirt-frills
Settle over the square
In flakes heavy and soft as winter,
The fire warms us,
We blush like roses.

But, though I had a half-hours’ public conversation with Penelope Shuttle
at the Torbay Poetry Festival in 2012 on this very subject of their
collaboration, the above ‘division’ of lines of composition is pure
speculation on my part. The fact remains, however, as Roberts testifies
extensively, there was a remarkable period of collaboration between the
two poets lasting for many years. And as such collaboration, while not
unique, constitutes another special point of interest in A Lucid Dreamer.
Another closely discussed aspect of Redgrove’s poetry in the
biography related to the matter of form. I will not repeat any of this except
to refer to its final manifestation which Redgrove called ‘stepped form’.
As he contributed a number of poems to Acumen over the years, I will
conclude this review with:
The Verdurer
The verdurer records
the woodsound in his notebook
to study the tree’s pulses
Indoors. As he returns
he passes under wild pines
wracked by their anguish
To great size.
These trees are avatars
of the books on his shelves,
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The foliage blowing open
blowing shut –
he knows their titles,
Scotch Pine, Crackwillow,
Alder,
and reads their green;
The library is an avatar
of the forest, with each book
a haunted corner
Until he closes
the wooden covers
‘When in such an embrace
Your nerves are shaken as leaves,
enter this shaking’
he leaves
This book or forest
wide open on the wooden table
for its good advice

This is what Roberts has to say of the form: ‘This is very similar to the
“variable foot” pioneered by William Carlos Williams, but Redgrove
claimed to have discovered it in David Young’s translations of Rilke’s
Duino Elegies…His attraction to this form was to do with both the aural
and the visual aspects of reading. The breaking up of the line is a way of
controlling the breath when reading aloud. He also believed that, when
looking at the page, the reader’s eye is carried in advance: “One could
sense the whole page in advance of the narrative.”’
So, not only may one say that a record of the collaboration between
two distinguished poets is a good reason to acquire A Lucid Dreamer but,
also, a parallel simultaneity of reading with Redgrove’s Collected Poems
provides an even better reason to buy both books.
WILLIAM OXLEY
BIRDMAN IN THE POETRY OF HIS BEING
The Hungry Ghost Festival, by Jen Campbell, pamphlet, The Rialto, 32pp,
£5.50.
Head On, by Clare Shaw, Bloodaxe, 72pp, £8.95.
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Bird in the Hand, by Roger Elkin, Indigo Dreams Publishing, 132 Hinkley
Road, Stoney Stanton, Leics. LE9 4LN. 124pp, £8.99.
Imaginary Lines, by Alistair Elliot, Shoestring Press, 72pp, £9.00.
Jen Campbell’s opening tone is unsophisticated, even naive. There is little
to suggest any great expectation of poetry. “It was said a girl I sat beside
in biology / charged for sex on Cleadon Hills.” (‘Cross-Hatch’). “Cathy
spied my dad nipping out for a cigarette.” (‘Birdhouse’). We pick up on a
young voice trying to be original: “Wind farms / of hands which turn but
don’t make bread.” (‘Written in my 1999 Diary’). “I have a picture of us
kissing tv screens. June spent trying to map the weight in your eyes.” (‘Like
a Fish Out’). “At sunset / near the jetty you can spot / the teenagers by
their thrown / clothes.” (‘Springtime Catch’).
This is very much an attempt at poetry-making captured at an early
stage in a writer’s career. She is free with technique, and she is clever. This
gives a sense that she knows what she is doing, but also a hint that much
of what we hear is the product of youthful energy rather than true poetic
impulse. “You went to China and brought me dolls dressed up as air
hostesses.” (‘Ullambana’). This has wit and precision, but it is jejune. “At
school we did an assembly / about the little match girl, and the next year
I played a gangster.” (‘Ullambana’). This may be of interest to a school
governor, but it doesn’t have much to do with poetry. If it is poetry, such
material is mostly a rebound from childhood and adolescence.
Clare Shaw: “because of two hundred thousand years of human
history, / thirty-seven of them my own – / I do not believe in silence.”
There you have her in a nutshell. She can be subtle with it: “and because
there was nobody listening / and through it all / birdsong / and the sound
of cars passing – / I do not believe in silence.” (‘I do not believe in silence’).
She likes to voice political atrocities. It is almost as though she is a political
activist who has strayed into the poetry ‘circuit’, to use her mentor Carol
Ann Duffy’s word. Mercifully, there is more to her than this.
Here is the opening to her poem ‘Night’: “Is sleeping house. Is stars
and trees. / Is distant noise of trains and cars. / Is ice and broken skies.”
Not revolutionary, it is true, but we can see her trying. Take ‘Tree’:
“Tonight, Tree is very tired / of being Tree. / Tree wants to be something
else.” She’s caught the poetry bug, the kind which sees poetry as a quirky
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way of interpreting the world, but may be little more than seeing it
through squinting eyes. And there are too many poems sliding down the
page like raindrops down a window. The beauty and passion of ‘I do not
believe in silence’ looks like a rare example of a talent which is otherwise
in gestation.
Roger Elkin begins by saying, “It seems strange / that the most
haunting sounds / as well as the happiest / come from the throats of birds.”
(‘Birdsong’). This is beautiful and in my experience true. Where does he
go from here? ‘Little Owl’: “how do I begin to write you / let alone own
you // the word owl is without feathers to fly / the word sadness hasn’t
the shape of your face.” ‘Blackbird’ has similar touches of brilliance: “As
he runs under his shoulders / this sneak-thief between greenery / what
gives his feathers / their svelteness, their sheen... // What sleeks his beak
this citrine-yellow, / his head levelled with his black back feathers...” Yes,
he’s good on birds, many of his bird poems being competition winners.
In fact, all the poems in the book are bird poems. This may appear to
circumscribe his range. But the epigraph to the book helps to refute this
idea: “I hope you love birds too. It is economical. It saves going to heaven.”
Emily Dickinson.
Readers might be interested to know that Elkin makes many
passionate references to Christianity. Here are the last lines of ‘Robin’:
“Robin, o robin / Little sacrifice / Little Christ // O Eve.” He can swing
to an opposite perspective with effortless mastery, as in ‘February Kestrel’:
“And for the next ten-to-twelve minutes, / nothing stirs under kestrel’s
stare, / his brow’s scowl / and gimlet eyes, almost manically-fascist.” The
truth about Roger Elkin is this, not so much bird-watcher as poemspotter: “I’m almost sliding down my eyes, / practically becoming falcon,
losing self / in the poetry of his being.” Such wonderful streaks of
imaginative daring are the hallmark of his work.
With Alistair Elliot we encounter vague wanderings of the mind, a
strong whiff of solipsism, and the assumption of exotic personae, such as
a carwash owner, to offset these tendencies. So when it comes to ‘On the
Pope’s Visit to Britain’, we are not expecting fireworks. What we do get is
“the approaching steps of the Wise Men. / They bring a block of yellow
stuff like butter, / a lot of incense, and some deodorant, / useful for when
the Baby learns to crap.” This is not merely knowing and unfortunate, it
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is crass. When he continues, describing “the face of heaven plooky with
galaxies / not ours,” it is difficult to restrain one’s impatience.
In ‘The First Folio’, he assumes the persona of Shakespeare, to
underwhelming effect: “should I try to gather up those plays? – / To sell,
to show my friends I didn’t laze / My life away in London.” However,
when he assumes the persona of the Italian poet Eugenio Montale, he is
more successful. Shades of the real Alistair Elliot glimmer through the
lines. ‘On Not Going to a Friend’s Funeral’ gives us the kind of language
he is capable of. “You will not come to mine – but that’s unfair. / You
cannot come to anything now, not even / To say goodbye to us.” In ‘The
End of Funerals’ he says, “you start to think about your own”: “I’ll have
escaped the social laws of life / into the darkness – I shall spread myself /
across the interesting universe / rejoining the history of the nearer stars.”
When he does rejoin his lyricism, he can write superbly, as in ‘Hearing
Things’: “Enjoying Sappho, who is very good, / in bed, I’m thinking of
her apple-boughs / so often mentioned and her juicy noise / of water
seeping softly through the wood.”
‘Dear Betula’, derivative of A.E. Housman, is his best lyric.
“Loveliest of trees, when I am dead / I’ll get up from my dirty bed / To
watch you wave your delicate hair / At every passing train of air.” He keeps
this up for another ten lines. “A lifetime’s watching was too short / For
human lovers to pay court / To you, but I shall make amends / After my
little lifetime ends. // I shall be in that passing train, / A waving ghost, as
you remain / Trembling more beautifully still / And waving back as well,
until / You also cease... to be a tree... / And cross that boundary, to me.”
SEBASTIAN BARKER
WAYS OF SEEING
Finding a Leg to Stand On: New & Selected Poems by Connie Bensley.
Bloodaxe Books. 192pp. £10.95.
Camelion by Richard Poole. Shoestring Press, 19, Devonshire Avenue,
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1BS. 77pp. £9.00.
Pity the Beautiful by Dana Gioia. Graywolf Press, 250 Third Avenue
North, Suite 600, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401 USA. 76pp. $15.00.
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Humour at the graveside is the consolation Connie Bensley offers in
Finding a Leg to Stand On, literally so in ‘Dig’:
Music, raucous behind the bushes,
Drew me into the graveyard.
A man was digging for the next incumbent,
Down to his elbows, his trannie by his side.
Man and bird, and Presley,
Raised their voices to heaven.
‘You need a bit of a song,’ said the man,
‘When you’re working to a deadline.’

The reference to Presley risks dating the humour, but in other poems a
surreal imagination takes flights which are pure delight, ‘Soothsayer’
celebrating the joys of a new bra, ‘Hoi!’ the sexual habits of camels, though
here the comedy ends with the decidedly unromantic “foreplay in the
camel/consists of foaming at the mouth”.
Such support as humour offers is definitely needed in Bensley’s
world. She creates small narratives which capture whole ways of life, but
they are often bleakly realistic narratives. ‘Single Parent’ with its cultural
signs and hints of magic is one of the most powerful and life-enhancing
of these:
Because she shares the bedroom with the baby
she undresses in the dark
and tonight her underclothes flash
and crackle in the dry air, like
miniature lightning, like
silver fireworks. It reminds her
of strobe lights, and her old crowd.
She trips and cracks her head on the bedstead
but of course must not cry out.

This works because there is nothing sentimental about the tenderness of
the young mother abandoning one way of life to protect another. More
frequently, the poems seem to describe lives ruined by events or wrong
choices: a lifetime wasted by a casual word of praise in ‘Just Until’ or
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undeclared love in ‘A Friendship’; urban decay in ‘It’s the Position That
Counts’; the depredations of time in ‘Mutability,’ ‘Chance Meeting’ and
‘The Innocent’; the vulnerabilities of innocence and joy in ‘Your Laugh’;
and above all and most frequently death and the indignities and losses of
old age. Much of this has echoes of Larkin, and taken at a single sitting,
might be a dispiriting experience, but we don’t read collections of poetry
as we do novels, and Bensley’s irony is cooler than Larkin’s ritual gloom,
seeing life straight, as it were, for all its common cruelties.
Which is not to say that there aren’t ravishing moments of
Larkinesque vision in Finding a Leg to Stand On, something imagist and
delicately lyrical. In a selected poems of almost two hundred pages, it is
difficult to find a poem which captures the poet’s essential gift, but I think
it is there in ‘Two Pheasants’:
That first evening
they had left the suburbs behind them
and were driving through flat fields
under the vast Suffolk sky;
and as he took her hand,
after changing from third to fourth
out of a bend, he said:
Will you come to me tonight?
and in the field she saw two pheasants,
split-second brilliant in the low sun,
and he added: Look, there are two pheasants
and she said: Yes, yes, yes.

Camelion may be “a collection of poetic fictions” as the blurb tells us, but
they are fictions rooted in historical figures: Nero, Tut-Ankh-Amon, Li
Po, Zahir-ud-Din Muhammad Babur, Giordano Bruno, Alexander
Selkirk, Kuchak Hanem, Corvo, Hitler, Helmut Kohl, Jason, Electra,
Delius, Peter Warlock. The list isn’t complete, but at random it presents
a feast of stories as rich as Herodotus, a slightly alarming prospect for a
reviewer. The clue I think lies in the volume’s title, camelion being Keats’s
misspelling of chameleon, not only a creature with the ability to change
colour but a person of inconstant qualities. Even the misspelling –
assuming I’m right; Keats was a notorious misspeller but I don’t have the
OED to hand to check contemporary usages – is a hint to the themes.
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“It’s better to be double than to be one,” the opening poem ‘Camelion’
tells us, ending with one of the volume’s thematic words: nothing; a
“nothing” which is picked up immediately in the first line of the next
poem, ‘Nero to His Mother’ – “Nothing you can imagine can appal me”
– a poem which itself contains yet another thematic word: mirror.
There is an intellectual brilliance and playfulness to Richard Poole’s
imagination which may only appeal to a certain kind of reader – it would
have infuriated Larkin – but rewards repeated readings. “What am I but
my actions, what are actions but memories?” from ‘Nero to His Mother’
sounds like a question from linguistic philosophy, but Poole is concerned
with questions of identity which trouble many of us, not just
philosophers. “what you’ve got of me is more than I have myself ” Nero
tells his mirror, but it is Li Po who realises that to “enter this mirror,/to
take possession of myself,/I must become sheer nothing.” In ‘Brief
Memories’ Babur talks of “Waking sometimes at dawn” with the strangely
dislocating feeling of being on “the edge of appearance”. It is another key
word. So many of these poems deal with “the accidentals” of being – what
Catholics know as substance and accidence – explored in ‘The Picture of
Dorian Gray,’ and invariably handled with the sophisticated wit we see
in ‘Dinner at the Ambassador’s, 1584’ where it is subtly perfect that the
Ambassador merely “affects a sharp beard.” We find the same wit in “I
exist anywhere but where I am” in ‘Kuchak Hanem at Esna’; “every
soul/has putrescent rooms” in ‘Corvo in Venice’; “now you know there
are two of you” the narrator says in ‘Mirror.’ Camelion is packed with such
reflections, and the more you read the more perfect seems the title. The
philosopher’s nothingness – Sartre here – remains the unifying theme
throughout, metaphorically brought to life in the closing poem, ‘Nothing,’
with the wonderful line: “I’m the keyhole that invited the invention of
the key.” There is both humanity and humour here, the metaphor
brilliantly revealing Poole as poet before dry theorist.
Dana Gioia’s title poem suggests we should pity the beautiful
“whom/success always follows”, the “drop-dead gorgeous” here doomed
to become “the paunchy Adonis/whose luck’s gone lousy”. There is
something deliberately hackneyed about the rhymes in this modern
version of Ecclesiastes – “dishes/wishes”, “blowsy/lousy” – the thematic
intention finally becoming clear with the abrupt change of tone in the
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last stanza, emphasised by the dignity of the rhymes:
Pity the gods,
no longer divine.
Pity the night
the stars lose their shine.

The stars certainly do lose their shine in Pity the Beautiful. Gioia’s poems
occupy a world where the gods have indeed lost their divinity, freeways
“Crushing the earth” under the unstoppable spread of “tar and concrete,
asphalt, sand, and steel”, shopping precincts and malls offering their garish
altars to consumerist choice in ‘Shopping.’ This is a world in ‘The Angel
with the Broken Wing’ where the hopeless offer “God their misery” and
the “howling of the damned can’t reach so high” as God. Whatever the
joys celebrated in ‘Being Happy,’ we know that they will only be
recognized “later from the ache of memory”.
There are though glimpses of some sort of religious consolation. The
epigraph from Machado suggests a Zen outlook, where although “there
is no road” we eventually learn that “the road is made by walking”, a
possibility explored in the poem ‘The Road’ and the Zen insights of
‘Prayer at Winter Solstice.’ And there are always the spells lovers weave:
The world, I say, depends upon a spell
Spoken each night by lovers unaware
Of their own sorcery.

There is a jokiness about some of the poems which I find irritating, as in
‘The Seven Deadly Sins’ with its “cheesy dive” where we see “Sloth’s/fat
ass go out the door” and the “food’s so bad that even Gluttony/can’t finish
his meal”. And occasionally the pressure of felt life is lost in a prosaic
diction that leans so far back on itself as to almost disappear as poetry, as
in ‘Finding a Box of Family Letters’:
But isn’t it equally simpleminded to miss
the special expertise of the departed

in clarifying our long-term plans?
But such purity of diction can work, and works wonderfully in the long
poem ‘Haunted,’ where it is precisely the lack of linguistic fireworks which
puts you off your guard, allowing the disturbing creepiness to come as a
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shock. This isn’t the hysterical power of The Turn of the Screw, but is
powerful nevertheless in its deceptive ordinariness. And there are poems
of genuine anguish. ‘Special Treatments Ward’ has hints of Larkin, but is
somehow more painful because “this is where the children come to die”.
‘Majority,’ the final poem in Pity the Beautiful, is the most moving
example of Gioia’s range, the simplicity of form allowing the pain of losing
a child to live with the narrator for a lifetime until the last delicately
beautiful stanza:
Now you are twenty-one.
Finally, it makes sense
that you have moved away
into your own afterlife.

WILLIAM BEDFORD
TOWARDS THE RADICAL PIRANHA
Come on Everybody, Poems 1953-2008, Adrian Mitchell. Bloodaxe Books
Ltd., 432pp.; £15.00.
Skating on thin ice, perhaps; reviewing Adrian Mitchell’s Come on
Everybody when the author warns in his foreword on ‘Educational Health
and Safety’, that none of his work is to be used in any examination or
test. Perhaps I’d better not examine his work, even though some of it did
put me to the test.
An enthusiastic Mitchell reader since my younger days, I saw him
once only, when he performed at The Edinburgh Fringe in 1983. He was
in his element, reading to a young, intelligent audience from For Beauty
Douglas... and one of his daughters danced in the interval! This
compilation adds a further twenty five years of work, divided into
categories, lumping together poems from his many books into catch-all
compartments. A predominance of these poems exposes all that’s wrong
with modern society, but this diet is heavy going, particularly as little
solution is offered. There are many personal poems written for his friends,
with some unfathomable detail, which makes the reader feel uneasy, as if
you were eavesdropping. In particular, my attempts to understand the
Apeman Series have all failed, but his softer, witty and more tender poems
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melt the heart and quicken the pulse. Magnificent and provoking
examples baffle and berate, and to those of us who’s highest praise might
be “I wish I’d written that” Mitchell rejoins “How much poetry simply
bores? / None of mine and all of yours”... I wish I’d ...
He was a pacifist. Many of Mitchell’s poems are best read as if they
were being performed to an unwashed bunch of Che Guevara disciples,
or those people who support all minority political parties until they come
into power. You might imagine that our poet always preferred a lownumbered aircraft seat, to distance himself from any Right Wing
influence. These audiences would delight in his many jibes at
establishment figures ... “A Curse on my former Bank Manager”, “Ode
to Enoch Powell”; and that diatribe to “Draggy Ms. Maggie” must surely
have inspired Elvis Costello in his song, the anti-Thatcher rant “Tramp
the Dirt Down”.
Putting aside his sabre-rattling poems, the many poignant and
romantic verses of Adrian Mitchell show us the loving family man. In
particular “All Fool’s Day” is a masterpiece of craftsmanship...
A man sits counting the days of spring.
His hands may tremble but his mind won’t stir,
And one thought runs through all his watching:
‘I would have burnt my heart for her.
‘If she had recognised my face
As I knew hers, and listened to me sing,
I would have left the careless human race
For one hour of her careful loving.
‘When spring swings round again, and I am here,
I will forget the terrors of her voice –
But I would stay with terror at my ear
And burn my heart, if I had any choice.’

Learn it by heart and recite it at the drop of an anecdote, it won’t let you
down.
Catching you constantly off guard, these pages bristle with quotable
one-liners... “ poetry is the spittle on the mirror”; “truth rents a shop and
puts the worst in the window”; “arseprints on the sands of time”... and
the crisp “Poetry isn’t really important, it’s necessary”.
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The overwhelming size of this doorstop tome will hold open your
access to a cellarful of delights, compiled from a huge body of work from
half a century of prolific penmanship. Take it easy, this is strong stuff.
Start by dipping your toe at the shallow end before you plunge into the
depths. Total immersion in this piranha pool of poems might strip you
to the bone.
JOHN MILES
TRUTH-TELLING OR THE LIE THAT IS NOT FICTION
The Day Hospital: A Poem for Twelve Voices by Sally Read. Bloodaxe Books,
64pp., £8.95.
Selected Poems, by John Fowles. Flambard Press, 160pp., £12.00.
Diffractions: New and Collected Poems, by Peter Dale. Anvil, 303pp.,
£16.95
These are all what you might call ‘found poems’: the twelve voices those
of patients at The Day Hospital for the Elderly in Central London. Each
of them suffers from some sort of mental instability. It takes a poet of
Read’s courage, patience and delicacy to find such things, to have received
them with courtesy, allowed them authority, recognised the unusual
elegance of their unhappy truths.
Spare, surprising, terrible, meaningless or moving, their utterances
are accepted by the poet; through their carefully ordered confabulations
we learn something of their histories, their circumstances, the thin
circularity of their thinking, even the questions the doctors pester them
with:
Was there a girl
they asked me ...
says the lobotomised Irish bricklayer:
In the handful of grey stuff
they took
they took the know-how
of buttons, trousers
the front-backness
of a shirt...
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They watch me
the young doctors
and I hum
Danny Boy.

Histories are glancingly suggested. Here is Theresa, the pious Irishwoman:
she was disappointed by England.
I told Charlie I thought there’d be more fields.
Where was the green: my whole vision,
all my life green – where’d they put it?
and he laughed so hard he hit me.
Charlie wasn’t expecting fields. He expected

cranes and building sites and cash in hand.
Theresa’s voices come in blinding flashes ‘like someone else’s fireworks’ as
she tries to accommodate the violent Charlie, Our Lady, the invasion of
‘all those eyes that watch you’; her filthy inner voices counterpoint her
Hail Mary and her Rosary, as she cleans the church and the rectory. She
asserts her own self-consciousness, her own sense of distance from the
‘down and out’ sleeping in the church porch, and from the ‘sick and old’
she takes meals to.
To shape these random utterances into the heightened language of
poetry, to acknowledge the kind of urgent truth they represent, Read has
the insight of the psychiatric nurse but she also has the ear of the poet.
She listens to Maurice, the highly articulate Jamaican, who doesn’t miss a
thing, whose own cadences are naturally poetic; to Jack, whose mind’s
‘picked clean; to the restless Barbara; to Anna, whose words in her skull
are ‘so real’ that she fears they can be heard by others; to Catherine,
bereaved Irishwoman, who comes to church, though ‘not a clever prayer’,
to say thank you for the Faith.
For the words, the pills, the groups, our talks...
words which opened me up again...
You will be well. I’ve seen your kind before.

The poems comment on each other, illuminate each other; they are richly
individual, full of raw humanity-up-against-it. To deal with such material
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may seem simple, a matter of mere selection and arrangement. It is not
simple: it is only the alchemist’s touch of the poet that can transform the
base metal of such incoherent discourse into the true voice of feeling.
The Day Hospital is of its kind a triumph. ‘Found poetry’– yes. But
it took an alert poet to recognise these poems in their day clothes, and a
poet of considerable sensitivity to handle them with such dexterity. And,
indeed, with such modesty. A thin volume, but highly recommended: a
poetic experience you won’t forget.
As well as some ninety poems by this distinguished novelist, Adam
Thorpe’s edition includes his own informative and disarming
Introduction, a brief biography of the poet, and Fowles’s own ‘Afterword’,
which was first published as the Foreword to his Poems, in 1973.
These elements are at least as interesting to the reader as the poems
themselves. They reveal, inter alia, that Fowles found the writing of poetry
‘an enormous relief from the constant play-acting of fiction’. The novel’s
material, he tells us, is ‘first cousin to a lie’; the novelist is ‘committed to
invention, to people that never existed, to events that never happened’.
The novelist wants either to sound ‘true’ or to ‘come clean’. ‘Poetry’ on
the other hand, ‘proceeds by a reverse path’: superficially highly artificial,
its content is ‘a good deal more revealing of the writer than prose fiction.
The poem is saying what you are and feel, the novel is saying what
invented characters might be and might feel.’
He argues that ‘it is rather difficult to put one’s private self into a
novel’ whereas ‘it is rather difficult to keep it out of a poem’, so that when
he picks up a book of poems, he says that at the end of it he will ‘know
the writer better’. Readers may not agree.
Inevitably, his move from novelist to poet makes one think of Hardy,
among whose best work is his poetry. This is not the case with Fowles.
Famously misanthropic, the writer that one comes ‘to know’ here is a man
who declares how he sees, suffers, feels, doesn’t hope; an intensely lonely
man, whose voice no one wants to hear, though he has quite a lot to say.
The title of this poem is ‘The Secret’:
you cannot tell it to the sky
and the trees do not want it…
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shout and shout it where you want
and again and again and again
you might as well speak Greek to stones

as this to other men…
nobody wants what you know
inside your deepest heart
nobody wants your secret:
on winter nights it sometimes seems
we might as well be dead
as live like this and keep it

The best pieces of work in this selection are at the beginning and the end.
The early sequences ‘Apollo: a sequence of Greek poems’ and ‘The
Mycenae Sequence’, were both written when Fowles was a young man in
the fifties: they are, he tells us, ‘the ground from which the novel (The
Magus, his first, though not his first published) eventually grew’. He found
his Muse, as Thorpe tells us, ‘quite literally on the slopes of Parnassus’.
Interesting though melancholy, these poems delicately evoke a landscape
freshly and immediately felt. And the ‘personal background’ to The
Mycenae Sequence, ‘some conjunction of myth, of Aeschylus, of
landscape, of massive entrapping architecture’, with its shepherd and its
sinister midnight tombs, its owl and vixen, is persuasively menacing.
At the end of the collection are some wickedly witty translations,
from Catullus and from La Fontaine’s Contes, from Martial’s Epigrams
and from some of the fictitious letters of Alciphron, and extracts from
Aristophanes’ Peace, as well as translations from Japanese and Chinese.
The problem with Fowles, as a poet, is that he always knows what
he wants to say before he says it. A novelist might – probably must – do
this: not a poet. Poetry, unlike the ‘lie’ that is fiction, is crucially about
truth; and truth is an elusive fish, almost-caught, endlessly slipping off
the page, not netted by fretful complaints against an absurd world.
Dale has been publishing since Nerve, his first volume, was privately
printed in 1959, and this substantial volume – some 300 pages – is a
poetic feast. Readers who have enjoyed his writing over the years will
justifiably welcome this collection. Diffractions, he tells us in his
Introduction: Hounds of Spring, is ‘an expansion of his earlier Edge to
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Edge’ (Anvil, 1996), and it also contains the out-of-print bulk of volumes
published since then: ‘There is half a century of experience and poems
here… a few first published in Walk from the House, 1962’.
There are some thirty-two new poems. A number of these are
addressed to people, to friends and relations, dead and alive, known and
unknown: among others, to Roland John, of Hippopotamus Press, and
to Edward Thomas, as well as to Harry Patch. All are features of his late
twentieth-century context. ‘A Collected Poems may suggest that the poet
feels the end of the tether slipping from the (poetic) hound’, and it’s
perhaps inevitable that these new poems often have an elegiac note. But
that in no way qualifies their appeal.
Indeed, Dale’s poems have always been, despite their formal control,
intensely moving, in a very quiet way. Though ‘love is a labour we shall
not complete’ he says in ‘Sotto Voce’,
There is a stillness here and I am still.
There is a time and place where things must stall.

The poems are fresh, direct; they are intimate, and yet they remain
private, too. He is quick to disavow ‘this sentimental stuff ’ in ‘Deed of
Gift’, and he can be pretty acerbic:
I liked you, not your tricks.
And now you’ve tried this dodge.
No joke. It sticks
In the throat like stodge.
I do not want your desk,
Firewood or heirloom.
The thing’s grotesque.

I haven’t the room…
Musical, measured, his work appears deceptively casual – conversational,
even. But it is scrupulously crafted, the writing of an experienced and
able practitioner, alert to cadences of everyday speech as well as to the
echoes of myth and poetic heritage. His poetic skill is unobtrusive, playeddown, a matter of echo and hint; it has a sure-footedness that’s most
delicate. His poems are mostly short (he doesn’t waste words), and
inviting, accessible; and yet they carry a depth of thought and reference
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that means that they can tease and catch in the mind long after a first
reading. His is a very individual voice, and a strikingly consistent voice;
but it deals with such a range of reflective material that it always subtly
surprises.
Epigrammatic, approachable, Dale has a disarming tendency to selfmockery. His poems are full of questions – and all the more satisfying
than those who hit us with answers: he’s a man for death, for instance,
too, and all the questions and strange diffractions that raises. And there is
wit, thank goodness.
So: open-minded poetry this is, by a writer who’s a consummate
craftsman. He knows poetry as an obsession, as ‘the compulsion’ (of ) ‘a
bloodhound… which drags you after a scent that has no detectable path’.
It will delight any serious open-minded poetry reader who is brave enough
to follow him along that curious path.
R.V. BAILEY
A SURVIVING LOVE
Unsent, by Penelope Shuttle. Bloodaxe Books Ltd, Highgreen, Tarset,
Northumberland NE48 1RP, 261 pp., £12.
‘I’m too late with all these poems...too late with my adieux for you’, says
the voice. Perhaps the necessary playing out of grief is never too late, but
perhaps it has its luminosity which is temporal and bound by memories,
and it puts the real poet in touch with the slower time of absolute truths.
Only the true poets in our implied readership can walk at that pace. Life
is superficial and banal and run at high speed. We more than ever need
our poets, musicians, artists to stop us in our tracks, like old Newport
Davies once said and this poet will do that for us.
Penelope Shuttle needs no introduction or praise from me. This
volume is of course replete with an unfaltering voice testing out
perceptions of the day to day and managing to twist and fly in many
directions, often surprising us with those sudden digressions in the verse
that seem so effortlessly achieved. Almost every poem has some
memorable line or image, some little flight that makes the ordinary new
or the extraordinary tangible. You’ve probably heard all that before. I
especially like the delicacy of this work, and when it strays from selfJanuary 2013
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dramatisation, it flies freer and is more impressive. It is never negative or
brutal. You can hear the close proximity of real elegy to real experience
here, the miracles of life which are doomed to vanish and then perhaps
to reappear in some other form. We get this sense in The Orchard Upstairs
(1980), ‘...a frontier...like a first furnishing / in a continent...a beginning,
/ opening of energies....’ (‘Appletree in America’); ‘There is the downpour.
Here is the uprush of light.’ (‘Downpour’)...’Like bone the stairs that I
climb...a garden of fruit trees...life or death.’ (‘The Orchard Upstairs’).
Cyclical movements inhabit the poet’s experience and language so
palpably. In The Child-Stealer (1983), the balance of life and poetry is
always switched on, ‘like translations done / without dictionaries,’
(‘Twilight’), and the lessons taught by children, as in ‘The Buds’ and even
‘Märchen’, recall Thomas’s ‘Old Man’ and the iterated dark cycle of life,
even in the face of the dark path. But the poet is never really Gothic.
The pure light energies of the poet’s intense relationship with Peter
Redgrove are described in some of the poetry in The Lion from Rio (1986).
‘We build our weather house / from the shaking white boughs of
electricity...When we fear life is slipping / back into familiarity and calm
ground / we return to the special house with its trembling galvanic rooms.’
(‘The Weather House’) Masculinity is at least acknowledged, rather than
denigrated as is so often the case, even in the chill encounter with ‘Orion’
where, ‘the god’s cool semen / falls upon her’ and motherhood (‘Giving
Birth’) is a taking from you, a ‘loss you can’t brush away, / it stains your
new clothes.’ The physical and linguistically paradoxical cost of giving
life, so important in this whole book, is carefully recorded by the poet,
and Adventures with My Horse (1988) straddles the acts of creation with a
gendered language (‘God Dividing Light from Darkness’) that coils and
braids together stereotypes, youth and age, light and dark. It is of course
a delight to hear the poet working light-heartedly to make collages or
tapestries of little Joycean or even Ovidian/Homeric moments in ‘Looking
for Love’ from Taxing the Rain (1992). From the same volume came
‘Delicious Babies’ a somewhat amusing, somewhat disturbing evil-butnice birthmother fairy-tale evocation of the desire to eat the little ones
up. In Building a City for Jamie (1996), the adult loves and fears of
motherhood manifest clearly as, ‘My girl shivers beside me / under the
quilt she sewed us all last summer...she is more like a god than anyone I
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know...I never expected to paint the world as a holy world. But I do now.’
(‘Tigers’) The poet admits in ‘Outgrown’ that, ‘just as I work out how to
be a mother / she stops being a child.’
The patient wife figure of ‘Penelope’ weaves her husband ‘by day, /
unwove him by night...bend over my loom / and throw my shuttle,
weaving / the world...’ in A Leaf Out of His Book (1999). The verse has
become less visceral and more decorated by warps and wefts, ‘fountains
of leaves springing, spraying from wide mouths / whose speech is green...’
(‘Verdant’). Some of the short poems I find astonishingly fine, like ‘Under
the Weather’ and ‘Dew’, or as here – ‘In All Weathers’, a poem so purely
caressedly smoothed out:
A dream cannot procure you
wealth in the world
but it has a gilt-edged tongue,
is an arguer of luminous cunning,
shares out its riches
like any friend sharing sorrows
in all weathers.

The selections from Redgrove’s Wife (2006) chart an attempt at
rebuilding the structures of domesticity and re-establishing the self. The
eponymous wedding anniversary poem ‘written...two years before he
died,’ sketches the heterosexual marital world of the poet in tenebrous
lines of hope and desire, and wry humour. ‘In the Kitchen’ we have the
perfect example of the domestic visionary at work, ‘trying to love the
world / back to normal.’ But unlike so many similar poems we read in
magazines, this one actually works because it has real feeling within it,
not the wilful scents of the creative writing course. Sandgrain and
Hourglass (2010), continues the elegising note in several places, ‘The
Keening’, ‘To a Singing Master’ and a poem called ‘Edward San’, where
this sister-in-arms plucks out some of Thomas’s most beloved insights and
uses them in a remaking.
Unsent (2012) tells us again what we heard at the beginning of this
volume and once again we hear that these poems never drag; the lines
twist and sparkle and keep the reader in surprises:
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Here’s where I saw you last,
ash, bone-shard, dust
in the sea’s lap laid,
taken by the turning tide
by spindrift and salt wave,
ocean and fathom five.

(‘Maenporth’)

The literary echoes are played into the sea-mix of language and time so
expertly. Other poems like ‘Unsent’ and ‘What Are you Reading?’ make
the inevitable retrospective glances of loss, regrounding poignant
memories. ‘On the Other Hand’ wryly considers what widowhood means
in Britain, ‘From Start to Finish’ affirms the bond between wife and man,
‘even though...I threw all your shoes away / eight years ago.’ These
selections are a tour de force of contemporary poetries, contemporary
styles. Everything here reiterates and demonstrates that, as Larkin nearly
said, ‘What will survive of us is love.’
CHRISTOPHER J.P. SMITH
FINE ART AND POETRY
Sancti Clandestini: Undercover Saints by Maggie Butt. Ward Wood
Publishing, 6 The Drive, Golders Green, London, NW11 9SR. 76pp;
£14.99.
Exposure by Jonathan Steffen. Falcon Editions, Gainsborough House, 5960 Thames St, Windsor, Berks, SL4 ITX. 82pp. £24.99
An intriguing question for the world of adult poetry is whether illustration
adds to what is conveyed by the poetry, makes no difference or detracts
from it. In this case Butt and Steffen are both launching handsome, fullcolour volumes yet neither is illustrated by the poet concerned and both
give up half a book to illustrative work by which each poem becomes part
of a double spread, a conjunction of verbal and visual imagery.
In her paperback Butt has created a collection of charming and witty
poems that bring us a world of new and unseen ‘patron saints’ who work
undercover in the human world alongside the few already known to us.
It is attractively jacketed with a richly painted front cover, and stunning
endpapers that depict in black, white and gold an angelic host of different
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patron saints. With the help of staff and student artists from Middlesex
University, each of whom has chosen one poem to illustrate. The book
has 31 poems in double spreads alongside various forms of artwork – pen
and ink, line drawing, photographic, collage and painting of all types.
Good value at £14.95.
The diversity of art materials reflects Butt’s own liking for a wide
range of poetic form: sonnet, couplet, single-sentence, quatrain, to
mention a few. A measure of the pictures’ success is that in some cases
the visual seems to heighten the poem’s effect; in others to give it a new
slant. My favourite partnerships include ‘The Patron Saint of Haunted
Houses’ where the quatrains, with a Betjeman flavour, are illustrated with
a patchwork of nine miniatures, each adding to our growing sense of not
just one haunted house but a world of haunted houses: “A knock on the
window/ a shade in the glass/ attorney to spectres, reluctant to pass/
caressing the hair to stand up on your nape/ he represents those who are
seeking escape,/ …..He soothes them to hush, supernaturally still, / they
watch you arrive, unsuspecting, until ”.
Another is ‘…of Remaindered Books’ with the wonderful modern
Mother Hubbard-of-Books collage and the massive witty visual detail on
and around her that brings her word-world to life as “she gathers them,
abandoned children/living on scraps in a shanty town,/ fighting seagulls
on the rubbish heap”; another the delightful one-sentence poem, ‘of
Careless Cyclists’, where the sweep and swirl of the ink opposite captures
and balances and takes us “back to the future” in a way so that both words
and the visual command more attention: “I glimpsed her once/ (in
Holland naturally) as their bike flashed along the cycle track,/her neat
bum balanced/ on her lover’s handlebars,/ back to the future,/ legs around
her waist,/kissing with blind passion/ steered by love.”
The author’s wit is always breaking through – sometimes as with
the use of contemporary slang like “geeky” in’ Enthusiasts’ , which gives
an ironic echo of Hopkins and his dappled things in its opening: “Glory
be to God for geeky folk” or as in the concept of a patron saint of “sat
navs”. Gentle humour and closeness of perception come in again with
‘Obsessive Housewives’ – the photographic collage conveys the period
and anxiety of women who “make their husbands/walk on newspaper
around the house,” and for whom “Infections/buzz at every window pane,
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on every/ shoe, its muck, so close, so close”. The conjunction of visual
and verbal wit in this delightful paperback does, I think, amount to more
than either on its own.
Jonathan Steffen selects what he wishes from a choice of
international photos rather than allowing the poems to lead in strange
and unexpected ways so that the artists can change and add to the sense.
He, by contrast with Butt, picks from existing photographs and matches
each to a poem, producing a stylish hardback with a teasing double
entendre of a title. (Is the latter a marketing gimmick?) With its 40 poems
(double spreads of poetry on the theme of love plus photograph), the work
is true to his contemporary troubadour style, a mélange of poem, song,
story, translation, lyrical instrument and his own rich voice. All this goes
into an often moving collection but personally, I might have preferred
fewer or no photos.
I have a small quibble about the design of the titles. ‘Primary
Colours’, for example, appears like an over-large finger pointing from
short poem to photograph of spurting paints. This is not pleasing to the
eye, especially when, as in this case, the visual image is more dominant
than the poetic imagery. The large type size of titles pushes them “in your
face” and highlights perhaps that titles are not this poet’s strongest point.
Personally, I’d rather be left to make the connection for myself – especially
if the metaphors don’t naturally match.
‘The Language of the Hart and Turtle-Dove’ uses the medieval
language of courtly love: “Absurd: no sooner do I fall in love/Than I must
take to horse and ride away/ In search of dragons, serpents, beasts to
slay/To win from you your tiny, still-warm glove.” A photograph of a
modern girl’s lips parting suggestively drags in an eroticism which is more
sensitively caught in the “tiny, still-warm glove”.
But in ‘For You’ when the archaic, mythic imagery recurs: “Time
was when you and I would lie at night/ As in our graves – a stone-faced,
silent pair/ Of effigies, the lady and her knight/ Grown thin with all the
years of shared care”, it sharply contrasts with the modern, leather-booted
young men posed with an air of sensual defiance. The disjunction stops
us in our tracks and makes a point but it seems different to that made by
the poem itself which ends rather beautifully: “Until the nights of love
grew/And just as long/ And just as cold and just as short of air/And in
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my sleep I reached for you. For you.”
The poem doesn’t grow out of the photo and in their matching, the
visual sometimes seems dominant or occasionally, as with ‘Unter den
Linden’ or ‘The Beauty of a Sailing-Craft’, the single red rose or the ship
in moonlight veers slightly to the chocolate boxy.
However, with e.g. ‘Prostitute and Madonna’, the photo is intriguing
and supportive. I suspect much depends on what the reader brings to
absorbing Steffen’s work. The richness of chocolate may appeal. If not,
he or she may feel the poet should let his words speak for themselves and
that the pictures can slightly get in the way. Still, there is much to enjoy
here and I was pleased to get to know this poet’s work better.
JUNE HALL
DISTINCT VOICES, VOICES OF DISTINCTION
If We Could Speak Like Wolves by Kim Moore, Smith/Doorstep Books,
The Poetry Business, Bank Street Arts, 32-40 Bank Street, Sheffield, S1
2DS. 29pp., £5
Whatever Sends the Music Into Time, New and Selected Poems, by Leah
Fritz. Salmon Poetry, Cliffs of Moher, County Clare, Ireland. 168pp.,
Euros 12,
Seige by Tim Cunningham. Revival Press, c/o 9 Feering Rd, Billericay,
Essex, CM11 2DR. 61pp., £10
If We Could Speak Like Wolves was a winner in the Poetry Business
competition, judged by Carol Ann Duffy, and justly so. It is a collection
in which the poems are charged with emotion and wit. There is, however,
a darker side to some of the work – a sinister, energetic undertone which
raises the words to another level of intensity. I could not put this pamphlet
down. Each poem led into (and I mean into rather than just to) another
with a courageous confidence. The title poem (and what a brilliant title)
is exciting and presents us with an alternative to being human: “if it could
be forgotten/the moment the wind changed, if my eyes/could sharpen to
yellow, if we journeyed/each night for miles”. And from that the reader is
hurled into ‘The Thing.’ “It was a morning like this when you carried it
in. /There was no one to see but me, how it curled/in your arms…”. It is
never specified what the ‘thing’ is; the reader does the work here and that
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makes the poem mysterious and compelling. “Will we leave it unspoken,
/that the thing, like all things, needs a name?”
These are engaging poems with energy, variety and pace. The ending
to each poem is unexpected and unguarded. Moore is confident enough
to end the poems without a neat closure. In the disturbing poem, ‘Shelley’
we are taken from a relatively comfortable domestic scene to a scene of
horror: “ (his mother reassures herself ) but no, he’s counting/down the
seconds until the device he’s left inside/ the chimney”… and the poem
ends “ his mother, turning/like a horse, hiking her skirts to her knees.”
The recurrent themes are Cumbria, trains and arguing, fairly
domestic situations but there is nothing comfortably domestic about any
of the poems. The poem ‘Train Journey, Barrow to Sheffield’ is rich with
substance in the closely observed detail of travelling on a train. There is
nothing romantic in this concept, it is a down to earth observation, “even
though the toilet smells like nothing/will ever be clean again,” and yet the
poem moves from here to a sensual descriptions of a journey, “still I love
the train, its sheer unstoppability,/its relentless pressing,” and then the
reader is led right away from here to a scene of a father up to his waist in
water trying to save himself and his son. “but in a train, there are no
choices,/just one direction you must stick to.” This is not how the poem
ends. It ends with something completely unexpected and amusing. I won’t
tell you what it is. You’ll find out when you buy the pamphlet!
This collection is about the ordinary world but with an ambitious
take on the norm. I have not been so excited by such a new read for
sometime. I look forward to more work from this innovative poet.
Where Kim Moore was entirely new to me Leah Fritz sits like an
old friend on my poetry shelf. There are eighteen new poems in this
volume and each one speaks of a new angle to Fritz’s work. She does not
rest on her laurels by re-inventing past successes. Each poem is tackled
with a new and fresh approach. “Where were you when I needed you, the
year/the old man died, the year I got the plague/of womanhood,” (the
opening lines of ‘Where Were You? the opening poem in the book) gives
the reader a clue into the theme of many of the poems in this section:
ageing, friendships, re-evaluating important things in Fritz’s life. She
tackles important political subjects with the same sensitivity as she does
personal ones. She is not afraid to raise issues around war, poverty, hatred
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as well as love and domestic concerns. “Sing me no Christmas Carols, no
hymns to Him/Who couldn’t save the world. The road to hell/is paved
with good intention, and the inn/is still full up”.
Fritz is an assured poet whose work is strengthened by her choice of
poem titles. Poems are sometimes weakened by their title. Not so here.
The title of the collection is a difficult one to live up to as the phrase
‘music into time’ has been used over time in other genre but it is right for
this New and Selected collection as Fritz examines time often with musical
references. “I think the music that I hear must be/enough, the other vanity
well skipped. /Sufficient beauty is there in my time.” And this brings me
to form. Fritz is capable of sustaining form, rhythm and tone throughout
individual poems and the book as a whole. The poems speak to one
another by building on the formal techniques that Fritz has acquired
perfectly over her writing life so far. Thought has gone into the placing of
poems on the page so that they resonate with their neighbours on either
side and so build up to a musical whole.
Fritz has the enviable knack of using convincing internal rhyme
which gives her poems a musicality of their own and from the same poem,
“Or in myself, which can give forth/such music as I have? Let it be/enough
for me and mine in our own time”. (‘Whatever Sends the Music Into
Time’)
In this collection both the new and selected poems reflect on, often,
unanswerable, rhetorical questions. In ‘Manhattan Memory’ we are
introduced to a neighbour, a madman, we are told. The poem/story is
uncomfortable to read and we, the readers are caught in the poet’s fear of
the unknown. “Each time/ I turned, oddly frightened: Was it me,/my
oblong room, painted red,/my treasured texts his vision leapt at,/all my
thoughts strewn across/an unmade bed?”
At the heart of this collection is a gem, the four line poem ‘Finding
The Way’. This is Fritz at her best, vulnerable, questioning, associating
closely the writing of poetry with living. “Two women out after dark/in
a city strange to both/make up the street signs/as they go along.”
This is a book that will speak to many of us as to see Fritz’s choice
of poems written over the years sit alongside her new work demonstrates
a remarkable achievement of a poet who still has much to say.
Tim Cunningham’s ‘Siege’ is a combination of work previously
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published and new poems. Cunningham’s gift is that he can weave past
and present work together so all seems extraordinarily new. He is a lover
of tales, he recounts moments that are personal memories and weaves the
poems so they become a social history of an era. The opening poem,
“Opening the letter, /words flew up like butterflies,/Exploded with
rainbow wings”. And from there we’re led into a history of words,
traditions, beliefs and superstitions. This poem is vivid with imagery with
an account of a son sending a letter home from the trenches but the
emotion is in the writing of the letter with a pencil and the mother retracing the words in ink so that they’ll be preserved and not fade with
time. “Her pen climbing his wordscape,/its warm ink intimate on
pencil/like skin on skin”. By the end of the second poem we know that
this young soldier did not return and the significance of the first poem
becomes apparent. I thought the title of this poem was rather misplaced
‘Gone With The Wind’ so well known that it lessened the impact of the
poem’s potential, but it is still well observed and beautifully written. “To
re-write in pen, /His words in the strange handwriting/Of the chaplain
and an Irish nurse./And then the telegram”.
Some of the poems brought home to me the political impact of the
Troubles on young lives. A poem which is both amusing and disturbing
is ‘Mrs Kirby’. ‘Once when we giggled in church,/ the woman behind
said/ that I was as bad as a protestant”. The conflict will be deeply
entrenched in Cunningham and by writing about it in poetry, he is adding
another dimension to his interpretation of historical events.
Names are important to Cunningham, both people’s and street
names, and they help to ground this collection in a time and period that
we, the readers, may not be so familiar with. From ‘Porkies’ “I knew his
exploits, up there/ with Cuchulain and Finn MacCumhal,/from the old
men hunched /outside pub and church”
This collection is an accumulation of Cunningham’s early life, and
the influences of people, family members and strangers, on a child trying
to make sense of all that was happening around him. The final poem is
called ‘The Bridge, the Castle And the Falls’ and ends “Perhaps I will
return to that first/picture – creation’s oils still wet – Perched on the crow’s
nest/ Of my grandfather’s broad shoulders.” The final stanza seems to me
to represent a longing and loneliness for the past. This final poignancy
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binds the volume together. The strength of this collection is in the way
each poem leads into the next. It will be interesting to see how
Cunningham’s writing develops in future collections.
WENDY FRENCH
MINING THE PAST FOR CONTINUITY AND CATHARSIS
Sonnets To Orpheus by Rainer Maria Rilke (translated by Martyn
Crucefix). Enitharmon Press, 26b Caversham Road, London NW5 2DU.
144pp.; £9.99
People Who Like Meatballs by Selima Hill. Bloodaxe Books, Highgreen,
Tarset, Northumberland NE48 1RP. 128pp.; £9.95
The Shape Of Days by Hugh Underhill. Shoestring Press, 19 Devonshire
Avenue, Beeston, Nottinghamshire NG9 1BS. 79pp.; £9
Translating poetry is almost as fraught with difficulty as making sense of
it in its original language. If the number of recent attempts is any guide
and the word ‘translation’ is not taken literally, the rendering of Rilke’s
work into English is a reflection of its complexity, its popularity and its
seductive power. To some, of course, that power is bogus and to others its
appeal is reduced by unsatisfactory interpretations. This is what translators
of Rilke are up against: the estimate of those such as John Berryman, who
thought Rilke ‘a jerk’ and said so in print, and the need to give the poetry
a keener focus.
Translators are normally apologists for what they’re translating,
so there is neither broad nor particular criticism of Rilke here (for
example, the modern idea, more modern than Rilke, that a
demythologized world is not necessarily a reason for despair) but rather
an ordered if slightly didactic detachment that readers new to the poet’s
work or hitherto suspicious of its pedestal status will find agreeable. A
brief and annotated introduction is followed by the poems in the original
German and their translation on facing pages and then by a concise
explanation of, or commentary on, each one. Crucefix has already
translated Rilke’s Duino Elegies (Enitharmon, 2006), so is evidently happy
with being an insistent advocate vindicated by applause.
This is metaphysical poetry and in the philosophical context
metaphysics has in modern times had to justify its existence, with varying
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degrees of success. Today’s taste in poetry is for irony, eccentricity, humour,
experimentation and particularity of setting and content, and against
detachment, spirituality and loftiness of view. But the example of Shelley,
so much of whose imagery was insubstantial yet whose message to
humanity took the form of anti-tyrannical injunction, is one to be heeded
where any estimation of Rilke is concerned, especially in the sense of
appealing to a god as the sanction for a glorification of the human spirit:
Orpheus descends as Prometheus unwinds.
Such issues can be dealt with at least in part by translating exactly
or adopting a looser, more fluid approach, a choice much debated today
but not as suddenly contemporary as all that. Crucefix clearly understands
that compacted German, even single words, can reverberate in distant and
unexpected places, but he will also sympathise with Don Paterson’s view,
stated in his own version of the Orpheus poems (Faber, 2006), that either
way of rendering can result in versions linguistically and culturally
different, an outcome he saw as dangerous. (Would Paterson, I wonder,
discount Lowell’s additional terminology − ‘imitation’ − to describe a reordering of an original, including the use of anachronism?)
Crucefix’s achievement is to have maintained a balance between
the two ways of seeing and produced an intelligent and readable sequence,
one whose effect is cumulative. Some of it remains difficult, but while
not ‘dated’ in Paterson’s sense, it’s not glaringly other-cultural either. Most
of us know most foreign poetry only through translation, and welcome
enlightenment. In so doing we’ve become used to a language John Bayley
called ‘Rilke-in-English’, of which Martyn Crucefix has again shown
himself to be a worthy exponent.
Cover art does not always connect immediately with a book’s
contents but in the case of the latest collections from Selima Hill and
Hugh Underhill it has its resonances. A swimming elephant seen from
below emblazons Hill’s book. The animal is both the proverbial repository
of the never-to-be-forgotten and the wondrous interloper that would
normally heighten reality with wit; but on the face of it there’s nothing
much that’s funny about the arm’s-length relationships − maintained by
a lover and a mother − here separately chronicled. Hill says it’s not her
mother (“far from it”). Anyone’s mother and anyone’s lover, then: a double
domestic whammy and more than enough to make you feel you’re not
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wanted. All the wild symptoms of dysfunction are present in the motherchild sequence, a notebook of despair kept, not very expansively, by one
whose imagination (Hill’s familiar, of course) seems to settle on the bizarre
out of sheer bloody annoyance. Mother and child certainly occupy hostile
and unpromising territory, mapped out at the very beginning:
Into my mother’s snow-encrusted lap
I throw my little ping-pong ball − but no,
she doesn’t throw it back, she’s much too busy
sharpening her snow-encrusted axe.

In the sense that one learns more about the parent than about the
recounting child, and not much of it complimentary, this is a one-sided
picture, though it subsumes beneath its over-arching tragedy smaller acts
of pathos. Towards the end, one realises that this apparently monstrous
individual (“her words say one thing and her eyes say something else” −
note the telling conjunction) is on her way out:
Her chicken soup is waiting in the dining-room
but all she wants to do is lie down
and go to Heaven where the angels sing
and everyone who wants to cry can do so.

The terseness of these single, split quatrains represent vituperation
recollected and the white space below them suggests the speechlessness
of serious discontent − or would do if the sentiments weren’t also a little
droll. Longer items offer pause for consideration, if not re-consideration.
All the emotional reactions to estrangement are here − mockery, rage,
hope, nostalgia, pity − and if this frosty second sequence is read as a diary,
the poems in the eponymous first resemble messages from an embittered
woman to a significant other male who will never receive them. A paradise
with bathing elephant (naturally), a “hot and pink” savannah, a lake and
some tamarind bushes is preferable to a man of any description. As in all
desperately awry relationships of this sort, a few injunctions are to be
expected: “Never sleep with someone when you’re sweaty/and grains of
grit dot the sheets like barnacles…”. Again, the extreme emotion lacks a
particular context to justify its one-sidedness. In extremity what one says
can be sweeping. No-one, though, says it quite as surreally or as
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unselfconsciously as Hill.
Mike Townesend’s cover image for Hugh Underhill’s collection depicts
a lonely road in the hills, a point from which the poet casts back into
populous memory for the eminently retrievable, including family trips
into the country by car. The shape of his days is the one assumed in ‘This
Tall Form’ where a pointed view of the present − “Limestone laid bare,
strewn/whalebacks, scoured and pallid, braves/brutal weathers.” − prompts
a reminder of the past, as ‘a tall form’ in the same place:
reinvents me forty years since. His mother
and I could scarcely have guessed then
to what hills, shores, weathers
he would bring us, as he does now
driving out from the city
to supply us with views, leg-stretching, air
with troubled or gratifying
embassies from history.

Mixed emotions, inevitably. There’s no self-delusion about ageing but it
is confounded by cheerful, determined and vernacular optimism: every
day “is its own person” and a tree in autumn “issues leaves like new
releases”. Consequently, Underhill’s interests neither narrow nor pall,
especially as his connections with Ireland and Australia (“home has never
been singular”) offer sustaining vistas and particularly as mortality cannot
fail to be intimated. ‘Studio Double Portrait’ (of parents?) offers a
reminder of the man whose Cockney accent “zested” his speech and whose
eyes were latterly “fixed on emptiness”.
In a poem about the artist Kathe Kollwitz and the “terrible
sadness” of her life, he recalls how the purpose of art is to “bear down on
our vision” with the “ungainsayable” beauty of truth. Perhaps with age,
theories fall away to leave Keatsian ubiquity standing immoveable. If
correspondence between past and present is not unusual in poetry, it
doesn’t always possess Underhill’s sense of continuity and − yes − apparent
fearlessness. In that sense, and for coevals, his work is inspiring: not a bad
recommendation from a zone in which glasses are often half-empty. It’s
with curiosity and interest, not despair and regret, that he gazes at the
“unEnglish” pinnacles of the Guru Nanak Gurdwara temple, which is
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unequivocally taking root in an English wasteland. Underhill’s work,
formally adaptable and replete with honest detail and conclusion, is
antidote to much in contemporary poetry that is obscure, unwise and
disengaged.
NIGEL JARRETT
A MIXED BAG
A Bad Influence Girl, Janet Rogerson. The Rialto, pb., 36pp., £5.50.
The Hitcher, Hannah Lowe. The Rialto, pb., 32 pp., £5.50.
White Walls, Herbert Williams. Cinnamon Press, pb., 61pp., £7.99.
The Book of Ogham, Peter Armstrong. Shoestring Press, pb., 69pp., £9.00.
The first two of the four slim volumes here under review come out of the
stable of The Rialto who in 2005 began to produce the Bridge pamphlets
‘designed to cross the gap between magazine and book publication for
new writers or, for established writers, that are between collections.’ This
kind of support has always been the legendary stuff of which small poetry
magazines and publishing houses are made. Even in the age of the
Internet and the increasingly sophisticated self-publishing/promotion
possibilities it offers, the imprimatur of an experienced editor still remains
important to a poetic career. And, as we learn of a new collaboration
between Faber, Carcanet and Bloodaxe, the independent role of such
imprints as Shoestring and Cinnamon, also represented here, seems to
take on a renewed, rather than diminished, importance.
But what of their choices? Janet Rogerson’s poems range in subject
matter from a bird squashed beneath the wheels of a car through
homelessness to teenage self-absorption and road movies. Several of the
poems rely heavily on tropes culled from surrealism: the horse which
transmogrifies into a zebra, the sun ‘dropping its blade, an arbitrary
executioner’, the motley inhabitants of a stairway into the sky, a narrator
who may or may not be watching the preparations for his/her own funeral.
It is difficult, however, to discern any felt engagement with the subject
matters: these poems read, almost without exception, as coy writing
exercises, leading to the inevitable question what their purpose is. More
worrying is their lack of form: however colloquial a poem’s language may
appear to be, to succeed it needs to be shaped, lifted out of the
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arbitrariness of everyday speech. This hasn’t happened here.
Hannah Lowe’s family background is that of multi-cultural London;
she knows how to evoke its messiness and its riches, its underground,
literally and metaphorically, the heritage of being mixed race. It’s an edgy,
South London, East End world, with occasional forays to St. James’ Park
or past Claridge’s. A naughty schoolmate sinks into crime and kills himself
in prison; her father gambles and loses; her brother inexplicably puts his
fist through a window at a New Year’s Eve party and nearly bleeds to death
in the snow. She has an eye for detail: anyone who frequented these bars
and streets in the same years as her will immediately smell the whiff of
spices, see the battered housing, remember the rubbing of City boomtime
up against urban poverty. The poems, mostly, tell stories, and tell them
efficiently; and there is some sense of prosody competently handled: the
half-rhymed terza rima of ‘Room’, the rhyming couplets of ‘Learning to
Play’, elsewhere stress, assonance and alliteration are loosely used to hold
the poems together. It’s a cautious start.
Herbert Williams is an angry man. Angry about his prostate cancer,
angry about the folly of politicians and their wars, about the death of
friends, about the meaninglessness of life and about its absolute
nullification: death. ‘Road Map’ seems to sum it up, ‘I live in a small
compass:/ North, the shops./ West, the fields./ East, the city./ South, the
river.// Magnetic north/ default position.// Death.’ It’s hard to argue
with this bleak perspective. The poems are not so much composed as spat
out; tight, short, forensic. He’ll have no truck with organized religion;
‘not even Christians’ had much time for Jesus, though in ‘Religiously’ he
plays with the idea that he writes ‘agnostically’, ‘questioning everything,/
clauses and sub-clauses,/ parentheses, commas’. Of the arguments of all
the great religions over the theodicy of suffering he appears to have no
knowledge, nor any care for how poets have wrestled with this most
serious of problems. He does gain some solace from married love, and the
flight of birds, but these occupy a tiny fraction of this short collection.
This is a disappointing book.
In the eponymous section, ‘The Book of Ogham’ Peter Armstrong
carries his reader deliberately into a land which is both other and familiar,
‘Sit still there, brother Self/ and learn to be a foreigner’. Armstrong is not
Irish, but Ireland’s position on the edge of a continent, as first landfall
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and last port of call, fires his imagination. What draws him poetically is
the interplay of waters, the Atlantic blusteriness, the abrupt incoming of
weatherfronts, the way geology provokes philosophy, ‘As these sea-cliffs
love the ocean that’s destroying them,/ so we, tiny and grandiose, embrace/
this air, arms joining round it to construct/ a perfect, tenantless O’.
‘Glencolumbkille’ sets out in a truly evocative manner, and without
naivety, the way in which rain, ocean, mountain lift man into a different
relationship with time, ‘For now say nothing but attend/ to one or other
metronome/ of breath or step or tide or season.’ Rain and ocean continue
to define the second section, ‘In Transit’ though now we are transported
to the English-Scottish border and the North Sea. A sense of loss tracks
through the poems like the omnipresent trains before arriving at
‘Heartland’. It is here that Armstrong’s central themes coalesce and we
become aware that he is engaged in a struggle to bring order, find some
sort of redemption, both for himself and others, in the language with
which he recreates the world. This is never easy, as the hints at alcoholism
and psychotherapy suggest. But his skill is evident: here is a writer who
knows that a poem is not a sentiment, or a thought, but the construction
of a form, through which that sentiment or thought may be given voice.
His rhymes and rhythms are on the whole successful and unforced; the
language careful to say what it really wants to say, ‘You know the kind of
road I mean: / Zeno’s proof embodied in/ this tarmac and unbroken line/
by which you near, but never reach, /the blind crest of the moon-drawn
ridge.’ And the three epithalamia are in that long tradition where the
hope inherent in love is celebrated. Up to this point, the conscious
architectonic of the whole collection is maintained very well; but the last
section’ Outland’, with its connotations of travelling out of the heartland,
or of subject matter that falls outside the heartland, or perhaps both, sits
less happily with the rest of the poems and Armstrong’s poetic energy feels
dissipated. This is rather a pity, because he is a serious poet who really
does demonstrate both craft and art in The Book of Ogham, ‘Write this in
sand, then rub it out:/ the heart must have its way or stop.’
HILARY DAVIES
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CHRISTOPHER J.P.SMITH
Nowadays we are spoilt for choice, so we are told, in terms of the streams
of poetic voices available to us. Five years ago in the Poetry Writers’ Yearbook
what Andrew Motion called ‘the marvellous variety of poetry now being
written in our islands,’ is surely rather an understatement. Since the postwar democratisation of Poetry Albion and the further rise of the literate
PC handler and creative writing courser – and the global iPhone-twitterer
and App-flinger, well, the picture is so different from even a year ago and
continues to iterate outwards. ‘Our islands’ sounds a little colonial even,
‘Our World’ is now what we have. More than twenty years ago I recall
the poet John Powell Ward predicting the obsession of the individual with
magical, glowing, hand-held technologies. He was exactly correct. Yet even
so, e-Readers don’t have it all their own way by any means. One has to
admit even now, what a convenient miracle a paper book is, lying in your
palm – it was quite a pinnacle of design and is a yet preference for many,
needing only a good pair of eyes. So in the flood of lines cover artwork,
font choices, layouts, blurbs, remain vital – we can’t as yet unset the
printed copy once it has been committed to sale, but we can sell it on
demand only. Here, the Enitharmon and Bloodaxe titles have
tremendously professional cover work – they espouse quality – and often,
very often, the care taken over bindings reflects care taken over contents.
So what do we make of the poetry stream in spate? Editors groan
stoically, keep calm and carry on. Readers read. The whole world has
become a writer. Surfeits of verse, many good poems, many, many more
very bad poems, cartloads of banalities, fewer memorable and keepable
poems. Fewer still truly great, epoch-defining poems – whatever that means
today. Stanzas of all shapes and sizes, often predictably ‘free’ flit past us
like snowflakes. And perhaps that is one version of the new world of the
poetry reader; read, nod, discard. The other version is perhaps read, nod,
keep. It sounds banal – but then, all at once we find what we are seeking,
reaffirmed in verse. What keeps us Spartan readers reading is that finding
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and communicating moment in some slim volume – and admiration for
the whole business.
Stepping back into the stream I tripped over John Barnie’s Dionysian
poem ‘The Roaring Boys’ – from a volume of the same name (Cinnamon
Press, Meirion House, Glan yr afon, Tanygrisiau Blaenau Ffestiniog,
Gwynedd, LL41 3SU, 63pp., £7.99). They ‘wrote on anything’, wherever
and whenever. Some beautiful short poems too: ‘Walking in February’,
‘Incident’ and ‘Winter’. So too Kate North’s Bistro, (Cinnamon, 54pp.,
£7.99), slightly more processed in feeling, but a confident voice, helping
a reader to ‘cling onto a ride that’s not mine’ (‘Icarus the Kite Flyer’) and
to relish ‘the vibrant ink spots / that bubble around,’ (‘Bistro’). Chris
Tutton’s Angles of Repose, (Avanlanche Books, 130, Oxford Street,
Totterdown, Bristol BS3 4RH, 63pp., £8.95) contains many tiny poems
and a couple of prose sections. This volume has a heady mixture of almost
fin de siècle decadence (‘The Touch’, ‘The Asylum of Venus’) and modern
interjections parodic playfulness and occasional crudity. It tries hard,
succeeds often, needs a font makeover, leaves a weird flavour in the head
because it doesn’t talk like you’re supposed to talk when writing poetry
these days and I like that.
The two Bloodaxe titles The Blue Den by Stephanie Norgate (80pp.,
£8.95) and Astonishment by Anne Stevenson (80pp., £8.95) are quality
productions (Bloodaxe Books, Highgreen, Tarset, Northumberland NE48
1RP). The Blue Den’s cover especially shows an Anthony Gormley piece
on a blue background (by Niel Astley and Pamela Robertson-Pierce)
which is especially evocative and complements the poetical liminalities
inside. We can enjoy the friendly tones of ‘Against Bullet Points’ and ‘It’s
Not on Google’, the luminescence of ‘Buried Forest’, evoking ‘a forest
rustling / underfoot in silt’ and the frequent use of a variety of poetical
forms and line-lengths. Astonishment has tighter, more focused verse, some
very fine work in response to natural things, poems such as ‘Spring Diary’,
‘A Clearer Memory’, ‘Spring Again’ and ‘the Miracle of the Bees and the
Foxgloves’:
Because hairs on their speckled daybeds baffle the little bees,
Foxgloves hang their shingles out for rich bumbling hummers,
Who crawl into their tunnels of delight with drunken ease...
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For ambition and sophistication, Rodin’s Shadow by Patricia McCarthy
(Agenda/Clutag, PO Box 154, Thame OX9 3RQ, 110pp., £10) is the
kind of crossover poetry volume that is hard to beat. Some of these poems
have been read in performances for voices, with the cast of characters who
circle Auguste Rodin; Camille Claudel, Gwen John, Rose Beuret, Claude
Debussy and Clara Westhoff. This volume deserves a much longer
treatment than I can give it here. Most striking is I think the sense of what
time does to human relationships:
I sculpted him from my skin,
then tapped him into bronze, his profile noble
from every angle. Flattered, he called it
definitive: my bust of him, and hoodwinked
experts it was a self-portrait on his plinth...
I could have sworn it would stay forever in his hands.
Yet as usual he withdrew, defining as pressure
my need of him. My Rodin head –
a stranger’s now, tarnished, ghoulish green –
I mount dream-high on plinths of premature elegy.
(‘Camille’s Bust of Rodin’)

The verse is divided into several sections, twelve movements in effect,
espousing a range of intense emotions and a rather wonderful recognition
of encounter with greatness. Martina Evans’ volume Petrol (Anvil Press
Poetry, Neptune House, 70 Royal Hill, London SE10 8RF, 68pp., £8.95)
is a prose poem ‘disguised as a novella of adolescence in Co. Cork, Ireland.’
It has six main characters, Justin, Imelda, Bertha, Agnes, Clodagh,
Granddad, Danny Boy and Neily Sheenan. This too would be an excellent
performance piece for radio, it begins in medias res, Imelda’s narration
immediately catching the ear: ‘I was under the table with the sugar bowl
the day of the funeral and I heard the women saying Justin had killed
Mammy.’ The 39 sections build and chart the emerging sense of self of
the girl:
That’s not me, that’s Maupassant I said and Justin went off laughing,
Maupassant by God! I couldn’t get over the fact that I was suddenly
cute and Bertha hit me across my head, said I was aiding and
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abetting him...He offered me chocolate and blackberries and I ate
them all before I explained why a nineteen-year-old might go to
prison and Justin’s shadow fell across the bar window...and the BP
sign creaked and creaked like a horror in the wind.’
The pared down nature of the text and the closeness of the emotions to
the surface make the prose more than prose of course.
Mary Dorcey’s Perhaps the Heart is Constant After All, (Salmon
Poetry, Cliffs of Moher, County Clare, Ireland, 90pp., €12.00), takes the
reader into an ethereal, almost secondary reality. The poetry is delicate
and luminous, the short poems are especially impressive from the six
sections of the book; poems like ‘Morning,’ ‘Lake,’ ‘Heron,’ ‘October,’
‘Leaves’ and ‘Elm;’
September snow sheaths
the elm’s black bough –
it has blossomed again
in the night – a cherry tree
blown by white storm.

The conversations with other or older traditions of verse here take place
but do not render Mary Dorcey’s work derivative. She achieves a lightness,
a diaphanous quality in her poetry, where words never drag or clatter. A
second volume from Salmon Poetry is Merman by Jean O’Brien, which
begins with the title poem (which took an Arvon International Poetry
Award), and which is strange and memorable, as is the poem ‘Fragments’
and the harrowing, ‘My Mother Ate Electricity.’ Admirable sounds emerge
from the poetry such as the ‘pheasant’ that ‘breaks cover from a culvert,’
with ‘his quick-fire burst of “kirk, kirk” ’ or the very musical assonantal
dances in ‘A Cow Observes Men.’ I also thought the poem, ‘dear Reader
Seamus Heaney Doesn’t Own Them’ rather fine in its strident observation
that even though certain writers corner a market, they don’t own the
subject matter – no matter how hard it is for others to tell a similar story
or use similar materials:
He doesn’t own the talking stones, the bog, the forge.
I write poetry of my own, I too had a doorway in the dark,
the ringing metal, the falling meteoric light...
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Writers like to mine the golden seam of childhood;
freight our words to carry the heart’s message...

Paul Muldoon’s latest offering Songs and Sonnets (Enitharmon Press, 26b
Caversham Road, London NW5 2DU, 47pp. £9.99) is a very slick and
professionally produced book of poetry. It is lyric poetry actually, full of
the street-wise rapport which embodies something of the relationship
between ‘Parnassus with Tin-Pan Alley’. The lyrics often seem to want to
morph the extra mile and become limericks but don’t. There is a voice
that apes a combination of something like Bob Dylan and friends having
a rap with Squeeze in Muldoon’s tutorial room – a sort of academic
Travelling Wilburys. In the old days, we could say that there was a danger
that contemporary reference or populist allusion meant that the audience
wouldn’t ‘get it’ or that to get it you’d have to trawl the British Library’s
popular culture and street ballad archives to eventually get it. But ‘culture’
doesn’t die nowadays, so poems that rely on it won’t die either? Now of
course if you want to explore references to ‘The Knack’ or ‘The Archies’,
(‘One Hit Wonder’) you just get your Google or your You Tube out, it’s
all there, not lost in time as we once thought. I’m not sure what kind of
music Muldoon wants it to be set to – there is ‘This Last Great Country
Song’, ‘The Hillbilly Hilton’ and pace Whispering Bob Harris, please God
don’t let it be country and western. I’m also not sure who would go back
to such poetry – what I’d like to see is Muldoon himself performing this
stuff, not pretending to be a rock star talking guitar references as in ‘Same
Old Same Old’. Now there’s a challenge Professor?
The other Enitharmon volume In Secret, Versions of Yannis Ritsos, is
by David Harsent, (79pp., £9.99). Harsent has produced ‘versions of
Ritsos’s short lyric poems’ which are ‘pared-down’ and ‘distilled’, like this
one, ‘On Colour’:
Red mountain. Green sea. Yellow sky.
And the earth is blue.
A bird. A leaf.
And perched between them, death.

Many of the poems have the trick of distances and wide focus; ‘Those
starlit nights...You could hear the apples / falling into the damp grass. /
We let the apples lie, but gathered up the sound.’ (‘XIX Tristichs’) and
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‘Penelope’, ‘Shapes in the weave darkened to ash / and lifted off, black
birds of night / low on the skyline and disappearing fast.’ Ritsos’s own
story is of course one of struggle and belief against oppression – something
of the fire and colour of his work comes through these piggy-back verses,
so that the reader immediately wants to know the original work better:
that is an achievement. Harsent comments, ‘I often went back to his work
and was always taken up by its wholly idiosyncratic compression and
power: the way the poems have a tendency to detonate at the touch.’ That
at least has not been lost, however far the original has walked:
He stood four-square to the mirror
and stared, unblinking, until he couldn’t see
who it was, any more than he could recognise
the man who stood at his shoulder,
or that other man walking in, or the rest
crowding the glass, their faces
crumpled as if the silvering had slipped.

Harsent taps into a poetry vein that is truly luminous and compelling,
born of suffering and tragic life-affirming encounters with political
realities that were not benign. There is an alien quality to the flavour
(reminiscent of translations of the Chorus’s voice from Oedipus the King),
which has a sort of apocalyptic chemical fire in it very different to the
usual bland effusions of our islands. Well, it makes a change.
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Apologies to HELEN ASHLEY. The last line of her
poem in A.74 (Sept) somehow failed to print. The
final stanza should read:

But I bore you in the time of other mysteries,
before this new god came; and though my tears
of sorrow and of love may take nine hundred times
nine hundred years, they shall fall until they wear
away these stones and set your spirits free.

